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Pre-existence and light *
Aspects of the concept of Nitr Muhammad
U. RUBIN

INTRODUCTION

0.1
Light as a
symbol of
Muhammad’s
prophecy

Light is one of the most prevalent representations of Muhammad's prophetic
mission. It serves, to begin with, as a major motive in severallegenda.ry traditions about his luminous body. "Whenever he went in darkness",-- says a
tradition - "light was shining around him like the moonlight"'! Dark houses
were lit by his brightness, says another tradition.z 'A'isha, who lost her needle
while sewing at dawn, found it easily by the light of the prophet who had
entered the house.i The miracle of Moses who drew out his hand in front
of Pharaoh and it was white (Qur'an, vii 108, xx 22, xxvi 33, xxvii 12, xxviii
32), is frequently compared with what is regarded as a greater miracle of
Muhammad, namely that when he sat down light was shining on his right
and left. All people saw this light, and it was believed to be glowing on his
grave till the day of resurrection+ Muhammad's irradiant face served for
encouraging the believers in their hard battles. At Hunayn, while standing
in the darkness, Muhammad turned his face toward the Muslims, and it
shone like a full moon.s Whenever he was standing in sunshine or moonlight,
* This article is extracted from my thesis based on a hitherto unpublished manuscript
of the Kitiib Sharaf al-Mustafd, written by Abu Sa'd al-Khargushi (d. 406; see GAS, I,
670-671) on which I have been working since 1973, at the faculty of humanities, Tel Aviv
University. I was permitted and encouraged to publish this article by my supervisor, Prof.
M. J. Kister, Jerusalem, who has thoroughly guided and helped me along all the stages of
my work. To him I owe a great deal of my knowledge and understanding in this field.
1

Ibn Shahrashub, I, 167: kana idha yamshi fi laylatin zalma' bada lahu niirun ka-annahu

qamar. Cf. also Bukharl, IV, 229: ... idhii surra 'staniira wajhuhu l;zattii ka-annahu qit'atu
qamar.
2 Khargushl, 80a: wa-ruwiya anna min niiri l-nabiyyi ($) arjii'a l-bay tu l-muzlim.
3 Ibid, 80a-80b; Suyutl, 1,156; Ibn Shahrashfib, 1,107.
4 Khargushl, 93b; Ibn Shahrashub, I, 188; Ibn Kathir, 537. Cf. also AM Nu'aym, Hilya,
Ill, 209, 210. The comparison (muwiiziit) between Muhammad's miracles and those of the
preceding prophets is most frequent in sources dealing with Muhammad's prophetic merits.
See e.g. Khargushi, 90b ff.; Ibn Kathlr, 497 ff.; Ibn al-Jawzt, 360 ff.; Suyuti, HI, 110 ff.;
Ibn Shahrashiib, I, 183 ff.
c,
5 Ibn Shahrashub, I, 181.
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or near a lamp, his light outshone them.e According to some traditions,
Muhammad's fingers were an exclusive source of light. On dark nights they
used to shine for Muhammad and his companions." His forefinger; more
lucent than the sun and the moon, lightened the way for al-Hasan and alHusayn, whenever they were approaching his house or leaving it.s
Yet, serving as an exalted symbol of Muhammad's prophethood, the light
is sometimes conceived as being seen by selected people on special occasions
only. Hallma, his wet nurse, was one of them. When she first took little
Muhammad in her arms, he opened his eyes and they beamed.? When Abii
Talib once looked at Muhammad without being noticed, while the latter was
absorbed in prayer, he saw a ray of light emerging from his head, reaching
heaven.U' Bal;1irathe monk, who saw the boy Muhammad on his way to

Syria with some Qurashl merchants, said to them: "I see what you are not
able to see... I have seen on him (i.e. on Muhammad) when he approached,
light going ahead of him, shining between heaven and earth. 11
The representation of Muhammad's prophetic emergence as light, is illustrated, in its pure metaphorical sense, through traditions to the effect that
"light" serves as Muhammad's name. Thus, some interpretations of Qur'an
v 15 (qad jd'akum niirun mina lliihi) maintain that the word niir mentioned
in it stands for the prophet.t- Already some of his contemporary poets used
to describe the prophet as a light guiding the believers. Among them we find
Hassan h. Thabit,13 Ka'b b. Zuhayr.I+ and 'Abdallah h. al-Ziba'ra.U Similarly,
some traditions maintain that Muhammad's name - "moon of the moons" was inscribed upon the moon, whereas another name of his - "light of
lights" - was written on the sun. 16 Likewise, Allah revealed to Muhammad:

6

Ibid, I, 107: wa-kdna idhii waqafa fi-l-shamsi

wa-l-qamari wa-l-misbdhi niiruhu yaghlibu

anwdrahd.
7 Loc. cif.
8

Ibid, I, 188-189.

9

Ibid, 1,32; Bihar, XV, 232; Simt, I, 262; KhargiishI,

35b;

zorcanr,

I, 143.

Ibn Shahriishiib, I, 35; Bibiir, XV, 336.
11 Ibn Shahrashub,
I, 37: innt la-ara mala tarawna... wa-la-qad ra'aytu lahu, wa-qad
aqbala, niiran md bayna l-samd'i wa-l-ardi.
12 Tabarl, Tafsir, IV, 104; Ibn Shahrashub, I, 198. Cf. also Zurqani, III, 149.
13 Ibn Hisham, VI, 320: niiran at!a'a l-bariyyata kullahii / man yuhdd li-l-niiri l-mubdraki
yahtadi, and see also Khargtishl, 125a; Suyutt,I, 368: yad'ii ilii niirin lahu siiii'in.
14 Ka'b b. Zuhayr, 23 tBdnat Su'M): inna l-rasida la-sayfun yustadd'u bihi.
15 Isti'iib, Ill, 904: wa- "alayka min simati l-maliki "aldmatun / niirun "a'azzu wa-khdtamun
makhtiimii, and see also ibid, 902, last line; compare Goldziher, p. 328 note 1, 2.
16 Ibn Shahrashub,
I, 132: ... wa-'ala l-qamari: qamaru l-aqmdr, wa-'ala l-shamsi: naru
10

l-anwari.
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0.2
Light as a
symbol of the
Islamic
domain

0.3
Muḥammad’s light
foreseen in
dreams

"You are My light among My servants, My messenger to My creatures, and
My hujja upon thern".t?
Light serves also as a symbol of the prospective expansion of the Islamic
faith. When young Muhammad once set out to Syria his companions saw, on
approaching, that its castles shook and a great light emerged from them.tf
When the ditch was dug around al-Madina Salman al-Farisi hit upon a hard
stone which he could not split. The prophet approached and began striking
it with his hoe. Three times he struck and each time a lightning flashed from
the stone. Muhammad explained to the astonished Salman that with the first
blow Allah would open al-Yaman before him; with the second he would
open Syria and the Magrib; the Mashriq would be opened with the third
blow.I? According to another version, the first blow was followed by light
emerging from al-Yaman, the second was followed by light from Persia, and
the third was followed by light from Byzantium.20
The light of Muhammad's prophetic emergence, as part of God's design,
was foreseen by several people in their dreams. Among them were some of
his forefathers. Already al-Nadr b. Kinana saw in his dream a high green
tree reaching the clouds. Its branches were "light within light". On waking
up he was told that his dream hinted at his future power, honour and high
rank. The tradition goes on to remark that all these were indeed bestowed
on him by Allah (through Muhammad, his offspring).21 A similar vision was
seen by "Abd al-Muttalib, Muhammad's grandfather. Lying in the Ka'ba he
dreamt that a pure chain was coming out of his back (i.e. out of his loins).
The chain had four edges reaching the ends of heaven and earth. One of
the edges turned out to be a bright green tree; two old men, namely, Noah
and Abraham, sat beneath it. Afterwards he was told that a prophet, whom
the inhabitants of heaven and earth would follow, was about to emerge from
his loins.22 Another version, ascribed to AM Talib, states that 'Abd alMuttalib saw some members of Quraysh trying to cut off the tree which was
worshipped by all mankind; yet, a handsome boy drove them away.23
Dreams of light were seen not only by Muhammad's ancestors. Al- 'Abbas

17
18
19

"Ilal, 5: fa-innaka nkrt fi "ibddt wa-rasidi itii khalqi wa-hujjau 'alii bariyyati.
Ibn Shahrashub, I, 38.
Ibn Hisham, Ill, 230. See also Suytitl, I, 571 (from Ibn Sa'd); Khargushi (TUbingen)

45a-45b.
Suylitl, I, 572. er. Ibn Shahrashtib, I, 104.
Ithbiit, 98. See also Kharghiishl, 12a_12b.
22Ithbtit,
104; Khargushi, 17b-18a; Suhayli, I, 182; Ibn Shahrashttb, I, 24; BiMr, XV,
77,225.
23 Ibn Shahrashiib, I, 24. And see further versions in Suyiiti, I, 98-99; Ibn al-Jawzi, I,
79-80; Zurqdni, I, 90-91; Bil;ziir, XV, 254-255.
20

21
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b. 'Abd al-Muttalib, the prophet's uncle, saw in his dream a white bird flying
out of 'Abdallah's (Muhammad's father) nose, reaching to the eastern and
western ends of the earth. After a while the bird came down near the Ka 'ba,
being worshipped by Quraysh. Then it flew away again. A kiihina from
Makhzum told al-'Abbas that a person who would be followed by the inhabitants of the east and the west was about to emerge from 'Abdallah's
loins.24 According to another version the bird had turned into light before
it flew from the Ka'ba.2s Khalid b. Sa'Id dreamt of a light ascending out of
the well of Zamzam. It lit first the Ka 'ba, then all the surroundings of Mecca,
then the sky and the palm trees ofYathrib. Khiilid's brother, 'Amr, suggested
that this vision alluded to a great event about to happen among the children
of 'Abd al-Muttalib, who had dug the Zamzam.26 When 'Amr b. Murra
of Juhayna was on a pilgrimage to Mecca, he saw in a dream light shining
from the Ka'ba and up to Yathrib. Out of this light a voice announced the
emergence of the prophet. The light shone again reaching al-Hira and alMada'in, and a voice announced the victory of Islam. This dream made
'Amr embrace Islam in due course.s" Finally, Salman al-Farisi saw a handsome boy radiating light eastwards and westwards, and towards Syria and
al-Yaman. The light was growing brighter from hour to hour. Salman hastened
to his garden and saw all its trees and its fence prostrating themselves to
Muhammad. Salman joined them, uttering the shahiida. Then he heard a
voice announcing Muhammad's appearance.28
0.4
The Shīʿī
imāms as
light

Most of the above mentioned traditions were quoted from snrr sources. The
Shi'a is, indeed, the Muslim sect that has made the utmost use of light. The
Shi'i imams are regarded as the exclusive representatives of the divine light
on earth. The Shi'I interpretation of the Qur'anic "verse of light" (iiyat al-niir,
xxiv 35) sees the various instruments of light mentioned in it as allegoric
symbols of 'All, Fatima, al-Hasan, al-Husayn and the rest of the imams.
Other Qur'anic verses are similarly interpreted.ss These members of Muhammad's family (ahl al-bayt) belong, according to the Shf'a, to an eternal line
of chosen persons on whom God bestowed His light. "When Alliih cleated
paradise", says a tradition, "He created it from the light of His face. Then
He took the light and dispersed it. One third hit Muhammad, one third hit
Fatima, and another third hit 'AIL All people whom this light reached found
Suyiitl, I, 121.
Ibn Shahrashub, I, 24; Bihdr, XV, 256.
26 Ibn Sa'd,l/l,
p. 109; Suyiiti, I, 304-305; Suhayli, J, 192.
27 Suyiiti, I, 264--265.
28 Khargushl (Berlin) 133b•
29 Ibn al-Bitrlq, 'Umda, 186, 219-220. Ibn Shahrashub, I, 240 ff.; Bihdr, XXIII, 304 if.
24

25
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the right path of loyalty to Muhammad's family; those who missed it went astray,30 This duality is known already in the Qur'an. Verse ii 257 states
that Allah is the patron of those who believe. He brings them forth from
darkness into light. But those who disbelieve, their patrons are taghilt, that
draw them away from light to darkness. The snrr interpretations identify
the people of light with Muhammad's family, and the people of the taghilt
with the enemies of the Shi'a.31
The divine light is reached only through the imams: knowing them is
sufficient for salvation from darkness. This notion is set forth through some
interpretations of Qur'an, vi 122. The verse speaks about the dead who were
given new life, and light was made for them. ShY'Ycomentators conceived
this verse as referring to people who had come to new life, by knowing their
guiding light, i.e., the imam, Those who were unable to get out of darkness,
also mentioned in the same verse, are referred to as people who do not know
their imam,32 A similar interpretation is given for Qur'an, lvii 28.33
The divine light of the imams emanates to their followers, whose hearts
were purified by Allah. This very light shines in their hearts more intensly
than the sun. Allah will save them on the day of resurrection, because of
their love and loyalty for the imams.s+
Light as an element of communication between the imams and the rest of
humankind is sometimes described as a cosmic column. It is erected as such
on the birth of each imam, and supplies him with knowledge about the deeds
of all people.s> It also communicates between the imam and the heavenly
world.36
'Ali was the first Shi'i imam. The prophet declared that 'Ali had a light
in heaven and a light on earth; whoever got hold of that light would enter
paradise, and whoever missed it would enter hell.s? 'Al! was the light that
Ibn Shahrashub, Ill, 106; Bihdr, XXIII, 308-309.
Bihdr, XXIII, 310: fa-l-nuru hum iilu muhammad (s) wa-l-zulumdt "aduwwuhum (from
Tafsir al- 'Ayyiishi).
32 Ibid, 310-311.
33 Ibid,319.
34 Ibid, 308: ... wa-llahi yii aba khdlid, la-niiru l-imdmi fi quliibi l-muminina anwaru mina
l-shamsi t-mudt'ati bi-l-nahiiri ... wa-yahjibu lldhu niirahu 'amman yashii'u fa-tuzlimu qidilbuhum,
wa-lliihi yii aM khalid, lii yuhibbunii 'abdun wa-yatawalliinii haua yuuihhira lliihu qalbahu ...
wa-idhii kiina silman lanii sallamahu lldhu min shadidi l-hisdbi, wa-iimanahu mill faza'i yawmi
l-qiyiimati l-akbari. er. also Ithbiit, 179-180.
35 Ithbiit, 176: .. .fa-idhii waqa'a 'alii l-ardi rufi'a lahu "amiidun min niirin yard bihi a'mdla 1-'ibiidi.
30

31

36 Basa'ir,

129.

Bihdr, XXIII, 319-320: yii ka'b, inna li- "aliyyin nurayni; niiran fi l-samd' wa-niiran ft ,
l-ard. fa-man tamassaka bi-nurihi adkhalahu lldhu l-jannata, wa-man akhta'ahu adkhalahu
l-ndra.
37
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was given to the believers by Allah (see Qur'an lvii 28),38 and he was the
universal light after the death of the prophet.s?
A special sphere in which light is a major motive, is the concept of the
pre-existence of prophets. The first to study this subject in a Muslim context
was Goldziher.w Yet, since we now have access to some further relevant
sources, a new examination of the subject may not be superfluous.s!

1.
1.1
God’s pact
with Adam’s
descendants
(Q 7:172)

THE

PRIMORDIAL

SUBSTANCE

OF MUI;IAMMAD

Already early Muslim sources furnish us with the view that the spirit of
Muhammad, forming part of the spermatic substance of his ancestors existed
in the world as an integral prophetic entity before his birth. It was being
transmitted from father to son until its visible manifestation on earth, through
the corporeal Muhammad.!
This traducian concept is brought forth, to begin with, in some early interpretations of Qur'an vii 172. It says: "When your Lord took from the children
of Adam, out of their loins, their descendants and made them testify for
themselves: am I not your Lord? they said : Yes, we do testify. Lest you
should say on the day of resurrection: we forgot about it" .la Ibn 'Abbas'
interpretation, as transmitted through Sa'Id b. Jubayr (d. 95),2 is that Allah,
after having created Adam, took out of his loins all the spirits that He was
about to create till the day of resurrection; He then made them bear witness
Bihar, XXIII, 319.
Ibid, 320.
40 Goldziher, 324 ff. The idea of pre-existence (particularly its Siifi aspects) was discussed
also by Andrae (pp. 313 ff.) general $iifi usage of light was discussed also by F. Rosenthal
(pp. 157 ff.). Cf. also L. Massignon, El, s.v, "NOr Muhammadi",
41 It should be noted that certain Muslim scholars systematically
elaborated on the
concept of Muhammad's light. In a special risiila entitled risiila fi an war al-nabiyy Ibn
Sab'in, for instance, described 33 different sorts of Muhammad's light. The light of
Muhammad's pre-existence - the subject of this study - is only one of them. See
Rasii'il Ibn Sab'tn, ed. by 'Abd al-Rahman Badawl (Misr, n.d.) pp. 201-211. And see
ibid, p. 12 the remark of the editor concerning the relation between Ibn Sab'in (d. 669
A. H.) and preceeding Muslim philosophers and ~iins.
1 The list of Muhammad's
ancestors, his nasab, consists of Arab forefathers descending
from Ishmael, and of Biblical ones,forefathers of Ishmael; descending from Adam who was
Muhammad's primogenitor. See e.g. Ibn Hisham, 1,1 ff.; Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, pp. 27 ff.; TabarI,
Ta'rikh, Il, 274-276; Ma'iirif, 51 ff.; Ya'qiibI, Il, 118.
la wa-idk akhadha rabbuka min bani iidama min zuhurihim dhurriyyatahum wa-ashhdahum
'alii anfusihim: a-lastu bi-rabbikum't qdlii: bald, shahidnd. an taqtdi; yawma l-qiydmati: innii
kunnd an dhiilika ghiijilin.
2 See GAS, I, 28-29.
38

39

0
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1.2
God’s pact
with the
prophets
(Q 33:7)

that He was their Lord.3 Hence, the spirits recognized Allah's lordship prior
to the creation of their bodies+ Mujahid (d. 104)5 reportedly said that they
expressed their faith in Allah, by the words of the Talbiya (i.e. the response
to Allah's call uttered by the believers on their pilgrimage). This talbiya was
passed on. by Allah to Abraham, who initiated the pilgrimage to Mecca.f
Another version of the same interpretation maintains that Adam's descendants were shown to him in the form of small ants." Some of these primordial
entities are said to have been invested with light. One of them, namely David's
spirit, was presented to Adam in a shining light. 8 His light was brighter than
that of the other prophets who also appeared as light.? A tradition recorded
already by Ibn Sa'd (d. 230), on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas, states that on
seeing David's light, Adam bestowed on him forty years of his own.l0
The prophets were distinguished not only by their light. It is stated that
on that day, the prophets were among Adam's descendants (shining) like
lamps, and Allah singled them out by a special covenant.U This prophetic
covenant is mentioned in Qur'an xxxiii 7: "when we took from the prophets
their covenant, from you. (i.e. Muhammad) and from Noah and Abraham and
3 See e.g. Tabarl, Tafsir, IX, 75: ... haddathand kulthiim bnu jabr qiila: saaltu sa'ida
bna jubayr 'an qawlihi "wa-idk akhadha rabbuka ... " qala: sa'altu "anhd bna 'abbasin faqdla: masaha rabbuka zahra ddama fa-kharajat kullu nasamatin huwa khdliquha ild yawmi
l-qiyiimati bi-na'mana hddha, wa-ashdra bi-yadihi, fa-akhadha mawdthiqahum wa-ashhadahum
'alii anfusihim ... According to some interpretations, Allah announced on that occasion who
would enter paradise and who would enter hell; see ibid, 86.
4 Ibid, 80: 'an muhammad bni ka'b al-qurazi ... qdla: aqarrati l-arwahu qabla an tukhlaqa
ajsiiduhd.
5 See GAS, I, 29.
6 Tabart, Tafsir IX, 78: .. :an mujdhid qdla: inna lldha lammd akhrajahum qdla: yii "ibdda
lldhi, ajibii llaha - wa-l-ijiibatu l-tii'atu - fa-qdlii: ata'nii lldhumma, ata'na lldhumma, ata'nii
lliihumma labbayka. qdla: fa-a'fiihii ibriihima fi l-mandsik: labbayka lldhumma labbayka. It
is related, likewise, that when Abraham announced the pilgrimage he was answered by
people caIling the talbiya out of their ancestors' loins. See 'Ilal, 419: ... wa-ldkinnahu nddd:
halumma l-hajja. fa-labbd l-ndsu min asldbi l-rijdli: labbayka dii'iya lliihi; labbayka dd'iya
lldhi. See also Halabi, I, 160. Moses as well heard the talbiya being uttered by the Muslims
in the same way. See 'Ilal, 417-418; Khargtishi, 81a; Qi$CZY, 168; Jawdhir, 248-249. These

traditions suggest the early nature of the talbiya as a pure Muslim heritage. The talbiya
is also reported to be a Jdhili way of veneration; see e.g. Ya'qiibl, I, 255-256.
7 Tabarl, Tofsir, IX, 76: 'an sa'idi bni jubayr 'ani bni "abbiis... qiila: lammd khalaqa lliihu
Mama akhadha dhurriyyatahu min zahrihi mithla I-dharri ...
8 Ibid, 79: fa- 'arada "alayhi ru/:!addwiida fi nurin siiti'in. See also idem, Ta'rikh, 158.
9 Tabarl, Ta'rikh, I, 155; Qi~a~, 38.
10 Ibn Sa'd, Ill, p. 7 compare Tabari, Ta'rikh, I, 156-157; idem, Tafsir, IX, 78. A similar
tradition appears also in The Zohar, I, 91b, 55a, 248b. (I was referred to this source by
Mr. I. FixIer, Tel Aviv).
11 Tabarl, Tafsir, IX, 79: ... wa-fihimi l-anbiyd'u yawma'idhin mithlu l-suruji wa-khassa
l-anbiyii'a bi-mithiiqin dkhar.
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Moses and Jesus the son of Mary. We took from them a rigid covenant. .. ".12
This covenant too was taken, according to Mujahid, while the prophets still
dwelt within Adam's loins (Adam himself is not counted here as a prophet). 13
A noteworthy feature of the interpretations of the verse just mentioned is
the stress laid on the superiority of Muhammad's primordial substance, to
that of the other prophets. The same tendency underlies, in fact, a large
number of traditions which we shall examine hereafter. Above all it is emphasized that the substance of Muhammad was the first prophetic entity
created by Allah. This particular Muslim view is based on the simple fact
that in the Qur'anic verse at issue, Muhammad is mentioned prior to Noah
and the rest of the prophets. Qatada (d. 118)14 reportedly used to recite with
this verse a tradition, according to which Muhammad said: "I was the first
of the prophets to be created (i.e. as a primordial substance) and the last of
them to be sent (as a real prophet"); 15 or else: "I was the first prophet to
be created and the last of them to be sent, therefore (Allah) began with me
(i.e. I was the first of those from whom He took the covenant)" .16 According
to a tradition recorded by Ibn Sa'd, Muhammad's covenant was taken from
him as soon as Adam had been formed in clay, before Allah breathed the
spirit of life into him; it relates that Muhammad was asked: when did you
become a prophet? He said: when Adam was still between spirit and body,
as soon as the covenant was taken from me"."? Commenting on this tradition, al-Qastallani says that Muhammad was drawn out of Adam's loins,
as soon as the latter was formed in clay. He was made a prophet, and the
covenant was taken from him. Then he was inserted back into Adam's loins,
thus being the first prophet in creation. This was his prerogative, since the
12 Cf. also Qur'an, Hi 81.
13 Tabart, Tafsir, XXI, 79: 'an mujdhid fi qawli lldhi: "mina l-nabiyyina mithdqahum ... "
qiila: fi zahri ddama,
14 GAS, I, 31.
15 Tabari, Tafsir, XXI, 79: 'an qatiida: qawluhu: "wa-idb akhadhnd ... " qdla: wa-dhukira
land anna nabiyya lldhi (,I") kiina yaqiilu: kuntu awwala l-anbiyd' fi l-khalqi wa-iikhirahum fi
l-ba'thi; see also ibid: kana qatdda idhii tald hiidhihi l-iiya ... qdla: kdna nabiyyu lldhi (,I") [t
awwali l-nabiyytna fi l-khalq,
16 Suyiiii, I, 9 (from Ibn Abl Hatim, d. 327): ... kuntu awwala l-anbiyii' fi l-khalqi waiikhirahum fi l-ba'thi fa-bada'a bi-qablahum. On the other hand, some traditions state that
the covenant was taken from Muhammad together with the rest of the prophets. See Suyiitl,
I, 11: akhadha lldhu minni l-mithiiqa kamii akhadha mina l-nabiyyina mithdqahum. Furthermore, several interpretations of Qur'an xxxiii 7 hold that Muhammad's name foreruns the
names of the prophets only because of his high rank, whereas chronologically Noah was
the first. See Suyiiti, Durr, V, 184: qdla rasidu lldhi: awwaluhum niihun thumma l-awwala
fa-l-awwala, see also Bihdr, XV, 3: wa-innamd qaddamahu li-fadlihi wa-sharafihi.
17 Ihn Sa'd, 1/1, p. 95: qdla rajulun li-l-nabiyy: matii stunbi'ta'l qdla: wa-iidamu bayna
l-ru/:!iwa-l-jasadi, htna ukhidha minnt l-mithdq, compare Suyiiti, I, 11; Zurqaul, I, 39.
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rest of Adam's descendants were taken out of him only after the spirit had
been breathed into his body.Jf Ibn Sa'd has, in fact, a further version of the
same tradition: "I was a prophet - states Muhammad - as soon as Adam
was between spirit and body".19
Muhammad, as the first created prophet, is sometimes entitled "the first
and the last, the manifest and the hidden". These titles belong,according to
Qur'an lvii 3, to Allah alone; yet, in some traditions they are related to the
prophet. Thus, he is the first prophet in the world (as a hidden substance),
and the last prophet to be sent to it.2o Ibn Sa'd himself records an outspoken
tradition to the effect that Muhammad was the first of all human beings to
be created, and the last of them to be sent OUt.21 The same view comes forth
18 Zurqiini, I, 39: .. .fa-hiidhii yadullu 'alii annahu min hini suwwira adamu ttnan stukhrija
minhu muhammadun ($) wa-nubbi'a wa-ukhidha minhu l-mithdqu, thumma u'ida ilii zahri
iidama ... fa-in qulta: inna stikhriija dhurriyyati ddama kiina ba'da nafkhi l-riil;i fihi, .. ajdba
ba't!uhum bi-annahu khussa bi-stikhriijihi min zahri iidam qabla nafkhi l-riihi fihi. Still, another
tradition maintains that Muhammad's primogeniture was based only on the fact that he
was the first of Adam's offspring who said "yes" to Allah, when He made them recognize
His lordship, see Suyirtl, I, 9; Zurqani, I, 34: ... kiina muhammadun (s) awwala man qdla
balii wa-li-dhiilika sdra yataqaddamu l-anbiyii', wa-huwa 'iikhiru man yub'athu.
19 Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, p. 95: kuntu nabiyyan wa-adamu bayna l-riil;i wa-l-jasadi. See also Ibn
al-Jawzl, I, 33; Suytitl, I, 10, 11. Bayhaql, I, 72; Kharghushl, 75a; Zurqanl, I, 32-33. Another
version is: ... bayna l-rul;i wa-l-tini min iidama see Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 95, and even: kuntu nabiyyan
wa-iidam bayna l-md'i wa-l-tini. This version is rejected by al-Sakhawt. See Zurqiini, I, 33.
A more far-reaching version is: ... wa-kuntu nabiyyan wa-ld iidama wa-lii mii'a wa-ld tina.
This version was rejected as false by Ibn Taymiyya and others, see ibid; and cf. also Goldziher, 324-325.
20 See for instance, Khargiishi, 7Sa: wa-qiila: anii l-awwalu wa-l-dkhiru wa-l-zahiru wa-lbdtinu. wa-qila: inna hiidhihi tahiyyatu l-malii'ikati
lahu laylata l-mi'riiji. fa-sa' ala rasulu
lldhi (s) jibrila (s) fa-qiila: mii hddhihi l-tahiyyatu'l fa-qiila jibrilu: anta awwalu ft l-nubuwwa
wa-dkhiru ft l-ba'thati.
21 Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 96: kuntu awwala l-ndsi fi l-khalqi wa-iikhirahum fi l-ba'thi; Goldziher's
translation (p. 326): " ... und der letzte in der Auferstehung" has to be rejected. It has to be
noticed here that the concept at issue has also a more rationalistic expression. It appears,
to begin with, in some versions of the tradition about Muharnmad's early prophethood,
to the effect that his prophetic emergence was only pre-destined. Hence, some versions
have kutibu instead of kuntu. See e.g. Suyiitl, I, 10 (from Ahmad b. Hanbal): 'an maysarata
l-fajri qiila: qultu: yii rasiila lldhi, matii kutiba nabiyyan? qiila: wa-iidam bayna l-rul;i wa-ljasadi, compare Zurqanl, I, 33; Isti'iib, IV, 1488 (with kunta instead of kutibta) and see further
references in Wensinck, Handbook, 163; see also Suyiiti, ibid: inni 'inda lliihi fi ummi
l-kitiibi la-khdtamu l-nabiyyina wa-inna ddama la-munjadilun fi tinatihi. Hence, the traditions
about the appearance of Muhammad's primordial name throughout the celestial world (see
part 3), are used as an illustration for the rationalistic approach under discussion. See e.g.
Ibn al-Jawzl, 1,33; Halabi, I, 220: ... wa-kataba 'smt 'alii l-abwdbi wa-l-awriiqi wa-l-khiyami
wa-iidamu bayna I-ruM wa-l-jasad ... Al-Ghazali, in his book al-Nafkb wa-l-Taswiya states
explicitly that the tradition about the early creation of Muhammad has, in fact, no other
meaning than the pre-destination of his emergence and not his actual pre-existence. See
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through a tradition based on the pattern of the abovementioned tradition
concerning David's light. According to this tradition Adam saw among his
future descendants a shining light. Allah explained to him that it was the
light of Muhammad, who was the first and the last.21a

1.3
Muhammad’s pure
pedigree

"

Due to his divine primordial substance, Muhammad is regarded as the best
of Adam's offspring; hence, Adam was surnamed after him: Abii Muhammad.
This kunya was granted to Adam by Allah, on breathing the spirit of life
into him.22
The spermatic substance of Muhammad was set in motion by the procreation of Adam's descendants. The course of this motion was determined
by AIHih to include only the most excellent of all mankind. In a tradition
recorded by al-Tirmidhi (d. 289) the prophet says: "When Allah created the
descendants of Adam, He put me within the best father of them all; when
He divided them into tribes, He put me within the best tribe of them all,
and when afterwards He made them into houses, He put me in the best house
of them all".23 In a similar tradition, quoted by Ibn Sa'd, the prophet says:
"Allah divided the earth in two halves putting me in the best one; that half
He subdivided into three, and I was in the best third ... ".24 According to a
further tradition, also recorded by Ibn Sa'd, the prophet declared: "I was
sent through the best generations of mankind, from generation to generation,
till I was sent out of the generation in which I live.25 This tradition included
Zurqanl, I, 36 (from al-Gazalt): ... bi-anna l-murtid bi-l-khalqt huwa l-taqdiru duna l-ijiidi.
Al-Subki, on the other hand, rejects the rationalistic approach: he holds that the tradition,
stating that Muhammad had been a prophet when Adam was still between clay and soul
denotes the actual existence of Muhammad; therefore, Adam saw his name on the throne
signifying his noble spirit, or his haqtqa, see Suyirtl, I, 12; Zurqanl, I, 37. A harmonizing
opinion is expressed by Ibn 'Arab! who states that Muhammad actually existed as a preexistent spirit, yet, his prophethood was then only a divine scheme for the future. See Futiihiit
I, 134-135: wa-qdla "alayhi l-saldmu: kuntu nabiyyan wa-iidam bayna l-ma't wa-l-ttn, yurtdu:
'alii 'ilmin bi-dhiilika; fa-akhbarahu lliihu ta'iila bi-martabatihi wa-huwa rahun qabla ijddihi
l-ajsama l-insdniyya. And see also ibid, 143-144: .. .fa-akhbara annahu sabtbu l-nubuwwati
qabla wujiidi l-anbiyd'i llddhina hum nuwwtibuhu.
21a Suyiit!, I, 97-98 (from al-Bayhaql); Bi!:zar, XI, 152 (Ibn Ttiwiis).
22 Khargtishi, 81~. And cf. also Biluir, XI, 107; Simt, I, 43, 59.
23 Khargiishi (Tubingen) 75a: wa-ruwiya 'ani l-nabiyyi (s) annahu qiila: inna llaha jal/a
wa-'azza [lammii khalaqa dhurriyyatai ddama ia'alant If khayrihim aban. thumma lammii
ja'alahum qabii'ila fa'alani fi khayrihim qabilatan. thumma lammd ja'alahum buyiitan ja'alani
If khayrihim bay tan. See also Bayhaqt, I, 131-133; Suyiltl, I, 94-95 (quoting al-Tirmidhi
and al-Bayhaqi); Ibn al-Jawzl, I, 77-78; Zurqiini, I, 69 (from al-Tirrnidhl).
24Ibn Sa'd, Ill, 2: inna l-nabiyya (,I') qiila: qasama lldhu l-arda nisfayni fa-ja'alani fi
khayrihimd, thumma qasama l-nisfa 'alii thaliitha fa-kuntu ft khayri thulthin minhd ... cp.
Suyuti, I, 95.
25 Ibn Sa'd"I/l,
5: 'an abi hurayrata anna rasida lliihi (,I') qiila: bu'ithtu min khayri quruni
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by al-Bukharl in his $abib26 is regarded by al-Suyutt as proving that the
prophet's ancestors were each the best of his generation.s? Another version
of this tradition is clearer, since it has humiltu (i.e. "I was carried") instead
of bu'ithtu (i.e. "I was sent"). It runs as follows: "I was carried through
(the loins of) the best generations, from generation to generation, till I emerged
from my own generation".28
The notion of a primordial spermatic substance wandering through pure
forefathers, was already known in Arabia in pre-Islamic times. Al-Samau'alb. 'Adiya' speaks in his well known Ldmiyya about the collective essence of
his tribe.
We are pure, not turbid; our hidden essence was purely preserved
By women who carried us well [i.e. conceived us] and by men;
We ascended the best backs [i.e. loins], and descended
For a while to the best wombs.29
bani ddama qarnan fa-qarnan hattii bu'ithtu mina l-qarni lladhi kuntu fihi, cp. Bayhaqi,
1,136-137; Ibn al-Jawzi, I, 77; Suytitl, I, 94; Zurqant, 1,68.
26 Bukharl, IV, 229.
27 Zurqant, I, 174 (quoting al-Suyttti): innahu thabuta ft I-al;!iidfthi I-~a/:lfl;!atianna kulla
jaddin min ajdddihi (,I') khayru qarnihi, ka-badithi l-bukhiiri: "bu'ithtu min khayri ... ". And
see also al-Qastallani, Irshiid, VI, 31 : wa-l-murad bi-l-ba'thi taqallubuhufi asldbi l-aM'i, aban faaban, qarnan fa-qarnan, l;!at/a zahara fi l-qarni lladhi wujida fihi. ay: intaqaltu awwalan min
sulbi wuldi isma'tia thumma min kindnata thumma min qurayshin thumma min bant hashimin.
fa-l-fd'u fi qawlihi: "qarnan fa-qarnan" li-l-tartibi ff l-fadli <alasabili l-taraqqi mina l-dbii'i,
mina l-ab'adi ita l-aqrabi fa-l-aqrab, kamd fi qawlihim: khudhi l-afdala fa-l-akrama wa-tmali
l-ahsana fa-l-ajmala.

Goldziher's explanation to this tradition does not agree with the interpretation just quoted
from al-Qastallani (see Goldziher, p. 340). His translation runs as follows: "Ich bin aus
den besten Generationen der Menschen von Periode zu Periode immer wieder (von Gott)
gesandt worden, bis ich endlich in der Periode, in der ich nun lebe, gesandt worden bin".
Goldziher wrongly explains that "es ist derselbe Prophet der von Periode zu Periode unter
den Menschen erschien, bis er zu letzt als Muhammed erstanden ist", According to Goldziher, what we have here is the gnostic idea about the recurring manifestations of the same
prophetic soul through the bodies of the various prophets, including Muhammad, It means
that "Nur in der ausseren Erscheinung seien die Propheten von einander verschieden; in
Wahrheit aber sei es derselbe SendIing Gottes der zu verschiedenen Zeiten in verschiedenen
korperlichen Erscheinungen in die Welt gesandt wurde, urn Gottes WiIlen zu klinden. Adam,
Noah, Abraham, Mose, Jesu, Muhammed, seien nicht verschieden von einander, sondern
dieselbe gottliche Personlichkeit in verschiedenen korperlichen Erscheinungsfonnen"
(ibid,
337). However, according to what has been said above, one can see that Ibn Sa'd's tradition
deals only with the wandering of Muhammad's substance through his ancestors, and not
with the reincarnation of the eternal prophetic spirit through the universal prophets.
28 Khargtishl (Tubingen)
6sb: wa-rawa abu hurayrata anna rasida lldhi (~) qdla: humiltu
min khayri quriini bani ddama, qarnan fa-qarnan hattii kuntu mina-l-qarni lladhi kuntu minhu.
29 Hamdsa, I, 38: safawna fa-lam nakdar wa-akhlasa sirrand / iniithun atabat hamland wafubUlfi / "Alawnii ild khayri l-zuhiiri wa-banana / li-waqtin ita khayri l-butiini nuzidu.
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1.4
Pure
matrimony
of Muhammad’s
mothers

and light

This notion is absolutely identical with what is said in Islam about Muhammad, with the exception that the Muslim sources are preoccupied with the
primogeniture of the essence of Muhammad as a prophetic entity since the
very creation of Adam. As we have already seen, his superiority over the
other prophets consists of this primogeniture.
The importance of the women's share in maintaining the pure genealogical
origin, as expressed in the ldmiyya, is stressed with regard to Muhammad
as well. Several traditions emphasize the pure matrimony of his mothers.
The prophet stated: "a whore has never given birth to me since I came out
of Adam's loins; the nations have never ceased to transmit me from father
to son, till- I emerged from the best two Arab clans - Hashim and Zuhra
(his mother's clan)",30 Similarly, Muhammad told Ibn 'Abbas that when Adams
was in paradise, he, Muhammad, was in his loins. Adam descended to earth
with him in his loins. He was on the ark in Noah's loins, and was thrown
into the fire in his father Abraham's loins. His ancestors had never coupled
in fornication. (Allah) had never stopped transmitting him, refined, from pure
loins into clean wombs; two branches had never ramified without his being
ill the best one)1 Already Muhammad b. al-Sa'ib al-Kalbi (d. 146) declared
that he had gone through a list of five hundred women who had given birth
to Muhammad's ancestors, and did not come across one who had born a
child in fornication, or according to Jdhili customs,32 A similar account is
attributed to the prophet himself: "I emerged from (pure) matrimony and
not from fornication. No fornication of the Jdhiliyya has ever touched me
since Adam. I came out of purity",33 The following statement is also ascribed
to Muhammad: "I am the most precious of you all (anii anfasukum, cf. Qur'an
ix 28) in lineage, nuptials and ancestry. There has not been any fornication
among my ancestors since Adam. We are all (maintaining pure) matrimony",34
The spotless marriage of Muhammad's ancestors detaches them completely
from the Jiihiliyya and draws them closer to the Islamic spirit: "I was never
born" - says the prophet - "from Jiihiliyya fornication; what gave birth
to me was no other than Islamic matrimonyv.s>
30 SUyU!i, I, 96 (from Ibn 'Asakir): md waladatni baghiyyun qaf(U mundhu kharajtu min
sulbi Mama wa-lam tazal tundzi'uni l-umamu kiibiran 'an kdbirin hatta kharajtu min afdali
bayyayni mina /- 'arabi - hiishimin wa-zuhrata, cp. Halabi, I, 42.
31 Ibn al-Jawzi, I, 35; Suyiiti, I, 93; Zurqant, I, 67.
32 Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 31. And cf. Zurqanl, I, 66; Halabt, 1,40.
33 Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 31: innamii kharajtu min nikiib wa-lam akhruj min si/ab; min laduni Mama
lam yusibni min si/abi ahli l-jdhiliyyati shay'un. lam akhruj illii min [uhra. Cf. also SuyU!i,
1,92; Ibn al-Jawzt, I, 79; BayhaqI, 1,136; Ibn Shahriishiib, 11, 24; Zurqanl, I, 67; I;lalabi,
1,42.
34 Suyfltl, I, 96; Zurqanl, I, 67; I:Ialabi, I, 42.
3~ Suyiitl, I, 92; Zurqiini, I, 66. In spite of the special emphasis laid on the pure marriage
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The view according to which the sons of Adam married their sisters (each
marrying his brother's twin sister) as expressed, for instance, in the Book of
Jubilees (ch. 4) is also known in Islam. A detailed account of it is given by
Ibn Ishaq (d. 150/151).36 Sheth, for example, married his sister Hazura bint
Adam.37 This view of Biblical figures, regarded as Muhammad's primogenitors,
does not accord with traditions about their pure matrimony discussed above.
Muslim scholars sought, indeed, to diminish this discrepancy. The central
figure in this context was Sheth, Adam's successor. Thus, the Muslim sources
put forward a different tradition, to the effect that Sheth, unlike his preceding
brothers, was born without a twin sister.38 He married in due course a woman
descended from paradise (bawrd'). This view is particularly emphasized by
snrt sources, sensitive to the notion of the $afwa.39 Cain and Abel are also
sometimes exonerated of incest; Abel, according to this approach, married
a woman from paradise, whereas Cain got his wife from amongst the demons.
Abel's hawrii' gave birth to a son who married in due course the daughter
of Sheth; from this marriage emerged the rest of mankind.e?
1.5
Muḥammad’s
progenitors as
Muslims

The substance of Muhammad is endowed with special religious features,
especially the ability to utter the talbiya. It is related that when the substance
of Muhammad's ancestors, there are some deficiencies in some of these marriages, namely,
nikdh. al-maqt, This term referrs to cases in which a son marries his father's former wife; it is
forbidden in Qur'an iv 22. Kinana, for instance, married Barra bint Murr, who was his
father Khuzayma's ex-wife. She bore him his son, al-Nadr, see Ma'arif, 50; Zurqanl, I, 77.
Al-Jal).i?:firmly rejects this tradition, claiming that Kinana did not have children with his
father's ex-wife. His son, al-Nadr, was born to another woman who had never been married
to his father. See Zurqanl, I, 77; Halabi, I, 40. Compare Goldziher, 332. Another case is
that of Hashim who married Waqida, former wife of his father, 'Abd Manaf. Ttis fact cannot,
however, affect the purity of Muhammad's ancestry, since 'Abd al-Muttalib the prophet's
grandfather, was born to Hashim by another woman from al-Madlna. See Zurqanl, I, 77;
Halabl, I, 40; Ma'drif, 50. And see ibid. more cases of nikii/:z al-maqt, concerning people
who do not belong to Muhammad's ancestry. And cf. also Tabarl, Tafsir, IV, 217 ff.
36 Tabari, Ta'rikh, I, 145-146 (quoting Ibn Ishaq) ; 152 (in the name of Ibn 'Abbas).
37 Ibid, I, 163. Her name was, in fact, Aziira. See Book of Jubilees iv/Ll , And cf. also
Ya'qubi, I, 6; Ibn Sa'd, 1/1,10,11; Tabarl, Ta'rikh, 1,137 ff. Qi~a~,34-35.
38 Tabarl, Ta'rikh, I, 152: fa-dhakara ahlu l-tawriiti anna shithan wulida fardan bi-ghayri
taw'am. See also Qi$Q$,34; Ibn al-Jawzt, I, 35.
39 See "Ilal, 19-20; Bihdr, XI, 223-226; Ithbiit, 18. The Shr'I sensitivity to the safwa
notion is based on the belief that the imams are pure and infallible; Allah chooses only
those who possess these qualities of the safwa. See Bihiir, Xl, p. 11: wa-yajtbu an yakiina
lladhi stafdhumu llahu mutahharina ma'siimina 'uni l-qabii'i/:li li-annahu la yakhtiiru illa man
kdna kadhdlika ...
40 Bihdr, Xl, 226-228. See also Ya'qubi, I, 6; Qi$a~, 35. Abel's son is sometimes known
as hibatu lIiihi, a surname belonging usually to Sheth alone. See Bihiir, XI, 246 (from Tafsir
al- 'Ayyasht).
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of Muhammad dwelt in the loins of al-Ya's - one of Muhammad's Arab
ancestors - the talbiya could be heard from within his body.O Yet, the
religious faith of the human carriers themselves, is not mentioned in the
traditions discussed above. Hakim al-Tirmidhi puts it in so many words,
when he states that the prophet's ancestors were chosen by Allah only on the
ground of their pure souls, regardless of their doings, since they all belonged
to the Jahiliyya.42 However, quite early in Islam, it was no longer possible
to tolerate the idea that people who gave birth to the prophet should burn
in hell, because of their disbelief. Thus, a shi'i tradition states that Allah
ordered the fire of hell not to touch a back (i.e. loins) from which Muhammad
descended to a womb, a belly that carried him, a breast that suckled him,
and a lap that covered him. The lap is interpreted to be that of Abu Talib
and his wife.43
Furthermore, early Muslim sources already state that Muhammad's ancestors were no less than true Muslims. This approach is based on Qur'an, xliii
41 Suhayli, I, 10; Zurqanr. L 78-79. Al-Suhayll remarks that this subject has to be looked
up in al-Waqidl's Kitiib al-Mawlid. See also Halabt, I, 17.
42 Zurqant, I, 68: qiila al-hakim al-tirmidhi:
innamii fiifa l-' arda li-talabi l-nufiisi l-tahirati
l-sdfiyati l-mutazakkiya bi-mahdsini l-akhldqi wa-lam yanzur li-l-a'mdl! li-annahum kiinii ahla
jdhiliyya.
43 'Ilal, 177: inna l-nabiyya qdla: atiini jibrilu fa-qdla: inna lldha 'azza wa-jalla barama
l-ndra 'alii zahrin anzalaka wa-batnin hamalaka wa-thadyin arda'aka wa-hajrin kafalaka.
Compare Jawahir, 218-220; BiQar, XV, 108, 126. The Sunni reaction to this Shi'i approach
comes forth through a tradition, quoted by Muslim, to the effect that Muhammad was asked
once where his father was . He replied: "my father and your father are in hell". see Muslim,
1,132-133; Suhayli, 1,194; Zurqanl, 1,179 (from Muslim). The words: "my father", mentioned in this hadith, are interpreted sometimes as referring to Abn Talib, father of 'Ali,
by whom the prophet was brought up. See Zurqani, I, 179: wa-ardda bi-abihi annahu abii
tdlib wa-/i-annahu rabbdhu; wa-l-iarabu tusammi l-murabbiya aban, Al-Nawawi remarks that
Muslim's tradition proves that whoever died as an unbeliever would enter hell and would
not be saved by his blood relations. See Zurqanl, 1,180: qala l-nawawt fihi: inna man mata
'alii l-kufri fa-huwa fi l-niiri wa-ld tanfa'uhu qardbatu l-muqarrabin. Moreover, another tradition claims that the prophet prohibited to boast of ancestors who had died in the Jiihiliyya.
See, Halabi, I, 29: la taftakhirii bi-iibii'ikum lladhina mtitii fi l-jiihiliyya. Yet, there is a further view which holds (like the above mentioned snrr view) that Muhammad's ancestors
were saved from hell. According to this view Muhammad interceded for his parents, as
well as for Abu Talib, who consequently came back to life and embraced Islam. They
returned to the dead as true believers. Cf. several traditions about it in Zurqanl, I, 166 ff.;
Suhayli, I, 194--195; Bil;ziir, XV, 108 ff. This view, apparently Shf'I as well, also had a Sunni
reaction. Several traditions maintain, on the iround of Qur'an ix 113, that Mu1;tammad
was not permitted by Allah to ask forgiveness for his parents. See Zurqant, I, 177 ff.; Suhayli,
I, 194; Tabart, Tafsir, XI, 31. Particularly anti-Shl'I are those traditions holding that Qur'an
ix 113 prohibited to ask forgiveness for AM Talib alone. See Zurqanl, I, 178; Tabart, Tafsir,
XI, 30-31. Cf. also Goldziher, 331.
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28, where it is stated that the descendants of Abraham (including Muhammad's forefathers), always preserved Abraham's "word" iwa-ja'alahd kalimatan
biiqiyatan fi 'aqibihi). Some of the commentaries say that the "word" of those
descendants was the recognition of Allah's unity, or even the explicit embracing of Islam.s- The Jdhili customs of Mecca are, accordingly, reported
to have been first introduced by an Arab who did not belong to the line of
Muhammad's ancestors - namely, 'Amr b. Luhayy of Khuza'a. This leader
who ruled Mecca in early times is presented as the first Arab who acted
according to Jdhili customs, mentioned in Qur'an, v 103.45
Another Qur'anic verse, used for the same goal, is ix 28. This verse declares
that the unbelievers are impure (innamii l-mushrikuna najasun). This verse,
combined with traditions about the purity of Muhammad's ancestors mentioned above, proves according to Fakhr aI-Din al-Razi (d. 606), that these
ancestors could not possibly have been unbelievers.se This opinion about
Muhammad's ancestors was held, according to al-Razi, by Rafidl Shi'is.47

44 See Tabarl,
Tafsir, XXV, 38-39: 'an mujdhid: "wa-ja'alahd kalimatan bdqiyatan fi
'aqibihi" -qala:
la ilaha illd lldhu ... wa-qala akharu: al-kalima llatija'alahti Ildhu fi 'aqibihi
'smu l-isldm ... qdla: aslamtu li-rabbi I-'alamin. Cf. also Bihdr, XV, 112 (from al-Kiifi): 'an
'abi 'abdallah qtila: inna t-t araba lam yazala 'ala shay'in mina l-hanifiyya. See more about
pre-Islamic Arabs, having the religion of Abraham, in Ibn Hisham, I, 231 ff.: Ma'iirif,
21-29; Mura], I, 65 ff.; Simt, I, 241 if.
4S Ibn Hisham, I, 18-79; Halabt, I, 10-11; Tabari, Tafsir, VII, 56 if.
46 Zurqanl, I, 114 (from al-Razl's Asriir al-Tanzil): wd-mimmd yOAUl/U 'alii anna abii'a
muhammadin (.v) ma kanu mushrikina qawluhu (.v): "lam azal unqalu min aslabi l-tdhirina ...
wa-qiila ta'ala: "innamd l-mushriktina najasun" fa-wajuba alla yakiina ahadun min ajdddihi
mushrikan. See also, Razr, XXIV, 174.•Compare Goldziher, 332-333.
47 Razt, XXIV, 113: wa-'lam anna l-riifida dhahabii ita anna abii'a l-nabiyyi (.v) kanu
mu'minina. See also Abii Hayyan, VII, 47; Zurqani, I, 116 (from Abii Hayyan), And see
also Bihdr, XV, 117: qala l-shaykhu abu ja'far: i'tiqaduna ff tibii'i l-nabiyyi (,I') annahum
muslimiina min ddam ilii abihi "abdilldhi, wa-anna abii tdlibin kdna musliman wa-iiminata
umma rasidi lldhi (s) kanat muslimatan, The Sht'a emphasises in particular the religious
integrity of 'Abd al-Muttalib. It is related that he never used to cast lots by arrows, nor
did he worship idols, nor eat meat offered to the idols. He used to say: "I am of the religion
of my father Abraham". See Bihdr, XV, 127. A tradition holds that 'Abd al-Muttalib will
rise from the dead on the day of resurrection, as a nation in itself (ummatan wal;zdahu).
See Bihdr, XV, 151 (from al-Kdfi]. 'An b. Abl Talib stated that neither his father nor his
grandfather, nor Hashim nor 'Abd Manaf did ever worship an idol. Bil;ziir, XV, 144.
This surr view about Muhammad's forefathers, penetrated the Sunni literature as well.
Al-Zurqani says that Ash'ari writers also held this opinion about the prophet's ancestors.
See Zurqani, I, 177. He points out that al-Suylitt composed six works on the subject.
See ibid 186. Compare Goldziher, 333-334. See also Halabi, I, 43. Thus, traditions about
the monotheism of 'Abd al-Muttalib, for instance, occur indeed in Sunni sources as well.
See Halabl, I, 4: wa-rafada fi dkhiri "umrihi "ibiidata l-asndmi wa-wabhada lliiha. This statement occurs already in al-Ya'qubi, II, 10. Cf. also Muriij, Il, 131.
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Their' fundamental support in this view was Qur'an, xxvi 219: wa-taqallubaka
fi l-siijidin. This verse is usually interpreted as referring to Muhammad's
prayer among the Muslims, who are called sdjidin, i.e. worshippers. However,
according to snrt interpretations, as reported by al-Razl, the word sdjidin
stands for Muhammad's ancestors who are introduced as worshippers, hence
believers. Taqallubaka means for the ShI'a the wandering of Muhammad's
primordial substance through those siijidin.48
As a matter of fact, we find already in Ibn Sa'd traditions presenting
Muhammad's ancestors as proper Muslims; "do not curse MUQar" - demands
one of those traditions, ascribed to the prophet - "for he has embraced
Is1am".49 A similar statement is made concerning al-Ya's.w
A large number of traditions of the same nature is included in Abii alBaqa's book al-Maniiqib al-Mazyadiyya. About Ma'add it is said: "Do not
curse Ma'add for he held the hanifiyya of IbrahIm".51 Ma'add, it is added,
feared Allah and used to give Him many thanks.V Allah once ordered the
prophet Jeremiah to take Ma'add to his own country, lest the troops of
Nebuchadnezzar who was about to raid Arabia, would kill him. Maadd was
thus saved for the sake of Muhammad, his future offspring. Ma'add returned
later to Mecca accompanied by several Israeli prophets performing the pilgrimage.53 Another tradition about Ma'add relates that Allah revealed to
Moses that the descendants of Ma 'add were his worshippers, and that a
prophet would emerge from amongst them.54 In one of his preachings, Ma'add
urged his children to fear Allah and thank him.55 Nizar too urged his sons
to fear Allah.56 About MUQar it is said that prophethood, honour and purity
48 Razl, ibid, 174: ... ammd hddhihi l-ayatu fa-qdlii: qawluhu: "wa-taqallubaka fi l-sdfidin"
yabtamilu l-wujiiha llatt dhakartum, wa-yahtamilu an yakiina l-murddu anna lldha ta'ala naqala
riihahu min siijidin ita siijidin kamd naqiduhu nabnu. Compare Abii Hayyan, ibid. See names
of Muslim authors elaborating this doctrine in Muriij, H, 130-131; al-Mas'udt calls them
Ghuldt, who have borrowed their ideas from Greeks, Indians, Dualists, Zoroastrians, Jews
and Christians. Cf. also M. E. S. Hodgson, s.v. "Ghulat", EI2, n, 1093 if.
49 Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 30: la tasubbii mudara fa-innahu kdna qad aslama. See also Halabl, I,
17. Other versions of this tradition mention Rabi'a alongside with Mudar. See Ansab, I,

31; Ya'qubi, I, 226; Zurqanl, I, 79; l;Ialabi, I, 17.
Suhayll, I, 10. Compare I;Ialabi, I, 17.
Abii al-Baqa', 48. The same is stated about Qays, Asad b. Khuzayma, Tamim and
al-:~liirith b. Ka'b. See ibid, 54, 58, 59.
52 Ibid,48.
53 Ibid, 48-49. See also Tabart, Tdrikh, I, 560; Qi~~, 288; Simt, I, 151; Suhayll, I, 11;
Halabl, I, 17-18. About Nebuchadnezzar's raid against the Arabs, see Jerem. xlix 28 if.
54 Abii al-Baqa', 52, cp. Halabl, I, 18 (quoting al-Tabaranl),
ss Abii al-Baqa', 53. Ma'add is also mentioned as the first to put the stone-marks of the
Haram around Mecca. See Bihdr, XV, 170 (from al-Kdfi],
56 Abii al-Baqa', 54.
50
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1.6
Biblical
patriarchs as
Muslims
(umma wāḥida)

dwelt among his descendants. 57 Mudar ordered his son al-Ya's to fear Allah.s8
Khuzayma was the first to say: "there is no God except Allah". He too
ordered his son to fear Allah and to cling to the heritage of Abraham and
Ishmael.S9
Traditions of the same nature may be found in other sources as well.
Kinana - it is reported - foresaw the appearance of a prophet in Mecca,
named Ahmad. He ordered his people to follow that prophet.s? Another
ancestor, namely Ka'b b. Lu'ayy, also foretold Muhammad's emergence in
his preachings. He came to know about him through books belonging to
Jews and Christians.e!
The Muslim sources take special interest in the faith of Muhammad's
biblical ancestors, namely, Adam and his descendants. The Qur'an does not
express a clear opinion in this matter. Particularly obscure is verse ii 213:
"The people were one nation (ummatan wiibida), then Allah sent the prophets
with good tidings and with warnings". This verse deals with the state of
mankind before the beginning of prophetic activities in the world. Various
interpretations were suggested for the expression umma wdhida - one nation.
According to one interpretation, this expression refers to the people who had
lived before God sent Noah and Abraham, when they were all united in
disbelief.v- However, the interpretation that has become widely accepted in
Islam, takes umma wiihida as referring to people who were united in true
faith.63 Thus we find already in Ibn Sa'd a tradition, recorded on the authority
of Ibn al-Kalbi, to the effect that all the ancestors between Adam and Noah
were Muslims.ss Adam himself, who was driven from paradise because of

57 Loc. cif.

Ibid,55.
Ibid,57.
60 Halabt, I, 16.
61 Ya'qubt, I, 236; Ansiib, I, 4·1; Ibn al-Jawzl, I, 73-74; Suyutt, I, 69-70; Suhaylt, I, 8;
Zurqiini, I, 74-75; l;Ialabi, I, 15; Ibn Shahrashub, I, 16; Bihdr, XV, 221-222. The same
story is related also concerning Qusayy. Zurqanl, I, 75. See some more traditions about
prophets and other people - both Arabs and non-Arabs - foretelling Muhammad's emergence in Ibn Hisham, I, 217 ff.; Miiwardi, 129 ff.; Ibn al-Jawzi, I, 36 ff.; Suyiiii, I, 26 ff.;
Ibn Shahrashub, I, 16 ff.; l;Ialabi, I, 183 if.; Bayhaqi, I, 277 if.; Khargiishi (Tubingen)
93b ff., 1a ff.; Bihdr, XV, passim.
62 BilJrir, XI, 9: fa-qila: innahum kiini; 'ala l-kufri. fa-qiila l-hasanu: kdnic kuffdran bayna
adama wa-niihin. wa-qila: ba'da nuhin ilii an ba'atha lliihu ibriihima wa-l-nabiyyina min ba'dihi.
63 Bil;ziir, XI, 10: fa-qdla bnu 'abbds: kiinii bayna ddam wa-niihin 'alii shari'atin mina
l-haqqi. Compare l;Ialabi, I, 11. See also Tabarl, Tafsir, Il, 194 if. (with more variations).
64 Ibn Sa'd, 1/1,18: wa-mii bayna niihin itii ddama mina l-dbii"! kanii 'alii l-isldmi. See also
ibid,26.
58
59
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his sin, is presented sometimes as a true believer. Sa'td b. Jubayr declared:
"far be it from me to claim that Adam was an unbeliever". 65
A special problem stems from Qur'an ix 114, presenting Abraham's father
as an enemy of Allah; his name was Azar (Qur'an vi 74). This religious disadvantage of one of the prominent ancestors, is explained away by Muslim
scholars, maintaining that Azar was actually Abraham's uncle; he was referred
to as father, only because of his close relation with Abraham. Abraham's real
father was Terah. According to al-Razi, this solution is also of snrt origin.66
1.7
Yemeni
patriarchs
as Muslims

Muhammad's Arab ancestors belong to the northern descendants of Ishmael.
It is quite to be expected that partisan-southern traditions would claim similar
virtues, such as true Islamic faith, for this southern forefathers as well. Thus,
a tradition of a pattern already known to us, claims that the prophet stated:
"Do not curse Tubba", for he was a believer".67 Or else: "Do not curse
Tubba' for he has already embraced Islam".68 This view about Tubba' is
anchored in Qur'an 1 12-14, where "the people of Tubba ,,, is mentioned
along with the people of Noah, as well as with other people who turned
down their prophets (and see also: Qur'an xliv 37). The commentators deduced
from this verse that Tubba', like Noah and others, belonged to those believers
who tried, in vain, to spread the true faith among their peoples.
The Tubba' of the above mentioned traditions is usually identified with
the Himyarite king Tuban As'ad AM Karib, who once passed near Yathrib
and Mecca on an expedition to the north.e? Thus, a further tradition in the
prophet's name, declares: "Do not curse As'ad of Himyar for he was the
first to supply the coat of the Ka 'ba". 70 To this Tubba" some verses are
ascribed, in which their author foresees Muhammad's emergence and expresses
his wish to join him."! These verses are sometimes combined with the text
of a certain testament, in which the listeners are ordered to transmit from
generation to generation the tidings of Muhammad's future appearance.I-

65 Tabarl, Ta'rikh, I, 149-150: 'an sa'td bni jubayr qdla: qila lahu: ashraka tidamu'l qdla:
a'udhu bi-lldhi an az'ama anna Mama 'alayhi l-saliimu ashraka.
66 Riizi, XXIV, 174. Compare Abii l;Iayyiin, VII, 47. See also Zurqiini, I, 174; 176; Bihdr,
XV, 117; I;Ialabi, I, 29-30.
67 SuhaylI, I, 36: wa-ruwiya 'anhu annahu qdla: la tasubbii tubba'an fa-innahu
kdna
mu'minan. See also, Tabarl, Tafsir, XXV, 77: wa-kiinat '(j'isha taqid: la tasubbii tubba'an
fa-innahu kiina rajulan ~aliban.
68 Zurqani, I, 178; Bibiir, xv, 183; Tabari, Tafsir, XXVI, 98.
69 Cf. Ibn Hishiim,I, 19 ff.
70 Suhayli, I, 36.
71 Ma'iirif, 28; Tijdn, 297; Suhavll, 1,35; Bihiir, XV, 181-182,214;
Muriij, I, 68.
72 Asma'r, 42.
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Some traditions maintain that it was already the first Tubba' who knew
of Muhammad's emergence and believed in him. He too, was, reportedly,
in the Hijaz passing across the future place of Yathrib. On passing there
while returning from the north, some people whom he had brought along
with him from several countries decided to stay and settle there. They knew
from their books the importance of that place as the future town of the prophet. Tubba' left a letter for Muhammad with them, in which he recognized
his prophethood.73 This first Tubba' has also some verses ascribed to him,
in which he foresees Muhammad's emergence.H
The descendants of the Tubba's were, likewise, true believers awaiting
Muhammad's appearance. In San 'a', it is reported, the bodies of Tubba"s
daughters were found in a grave, together with a golden inscription announcing
their faith in Allah's unity.75 Sayf b. Dhi Yazan, one of the last kings of
Himyar, conveyed the tidings of Muhammad's forthcoming appearance to
"Abd al-Muttalib, who had come to congratulate him on his victory against
the Abyssinians.?« This knowledge was handed down to him through the
chain of preceding Tubba's."?
1.8
Muḥammad’s
taqallub through
his ancestors
(Q 26:219)

It is most interesting to observe that Muhammad's pure ancestors, the carriers of his primordial substance, are sometimes presented not only as true
Muslims, but, at least some of them, are presented also as prophets. This
view, like others discussed before, is brought forth through an early interpretation of a Qur'anic verse. The verse, already mentioned above, is xxxvi
219: wa-taqallubaka If l-siijidin. Already Ibn Sa'd records, on the authority
of Ibn "Abbas, through 'Ikrima (d. 105), an interpretation regarding sdfidin
not as mere Muslim believers, but as prophets carrying the substance of
Muhammad. It runs as follows: "(Allah saw your - i. e. Mul).ammad'swandering) from prophet to prophet and from prophet to prophet, till He
drew you out as a prophet". 78
73 Khargushl (Tiibingen) 9Sa-95b; Ibn Shahrashirb, I, 17-18; Bibdr, XV, 223-224. This
Tubba' also built the house of Abii Ayytib, in which Muhammad was to settle after his
arrival in al-Madina. See Simt, I, 312. And see also M. J. Kister, "Haddithti 'an bani isra'tl",
lOS, IT, 1972, p. 233.
74 Suhayli, I, 36.
75 Ibid. (from Ibn Abi al-Dunya).
76 Ya'qubi,
IT, 12; Bayhaqi, I, 29 ff.; Ibn al-Jawzl, I, 122-128; Suyiiti, I, 202-204; Ibn
Shahriishiib, I, 20-21; Simt, 1,240-242; Khargiishi, 16b-17b; Aghiini, XVI, 76-77; Suhayll,
I, 161-162; Bihdr, XV, 146 ff., 186 ff.
77 Asma 'I, 43: wa-balaghani annahu lam yakun li-sayfi bni dht yazanin dhdlika 1-'ilmu ft
amri l-nabiyyi (,I') illa min jihati tubba'in wa-md tandhd ilayhi.i,
78 Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 5: wa-min nabiyyin ilii nablyyin wa-min nabiyyin ila nabiyyin, batta
akhrajaka nabiyyan. Compare Zurqanl, I, 67, 176; Halabt, I, 29. Goldziher tries to impose
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1.9
Prophets
and
legatees
(awṣiyāʾ)

and light

More outspoken variants of this interpretation, quoted from al-Bazzar
(d. 292) and other authors, mention also the word "loins" (a#ab), thus elucidating that the word "prophets" refers indeed to his ancestors, who transmitted his substance through their bodies: "from Ibn 'Abbas: he said: this
verse means his (i.e. Muhammad's) wandering from the loins of a prophet
to the loins of (another) prophet, till (Allah) drew him out as a prophet't.I?
Or else: "Allah saw his wandering through the loins of the prophets, from
prophet to prophet, till he made him emerge from the loins of his father, out
of matrimony, pure since Adam".8o The following version is the most straightforward: "The prophet has never stopped wandering through the loins of
the prophets, till his mother gave birth"to him".81
These versions of Ibn 'Abbas' interpretation exceed, in fact, the common
snr: outlook. The Shi'a draws, usually, a clear line between those ancestors
of Muhammad who were actually prophets (all of them Biblical figures), and
the rest of his ancestors, who are supposed to carry the prophetic heritage
only as 'aw$iya' (sing. wa$iYy). This term refers mainly to Muhammad's Arab
ancestors descending from Ishmael, who were successors to the preceding prophets; they are designed to link between the preceding prophets and the forthcoming one. It means that Muhammad's Arab ancestors, linked Ishamelthe last prophet among his forefathers - with Muhammad himself. AI-Majlisl
explains this view clearly in his Bihiir : "The Imamite Shi 'Is are unanimous
that the prophet's parents, as well as all his ancestors till Adam, were Muslims; moreover, they were righteous - whether sent prophets, or infallible
,awsiyd' ".82

This distinction between prophets and "awsiyd' among Muhammad's ancestors, finds its way to some other versions of the above-mentioned interpretation of Ibn 'Abbas, These versions make clear that not all the carriers

on the text of Ibn Sa'd the Neo-Platonic idea of the transmigration of the prophetic spirit
through all the universal prophets, including Muhammad (Goldziher, 340). It is, however,
quite clear that this tradition deals only with the wandering of the spermatic substance of
Muhammad, through his ancestors. And see also above, note 26.
79 Ibn Kathir, Tafstr, V, 215: 'ani bni 'abbasin qdla ft hddhihi l-iiya: ya'ni taqallubahu
min sulbi nabiyyin ila sulbi nabiyyin hatui akhrajahu nabiyyan. And see also al-Qummt, Il,
125: qdla: ft asldbi l-nabiyyina. Cp. Bihiir, XV, 3.
80 Bi/.ziir, XV, 3: qdla; yarii taqallubahu ft a~labi l-nabiyyina, min nabiyyin ita nabiyyin,
/.zatta akhrajahu min ~ulbi abihi, min nikdhin ghayri si/ii/.zin min laduni adama.
81 Suytitl, I, 94: ma zdla l-nabiyyu yataqallabu ii aslabt l-anbiya'i /Jattii waladthu ummuhu
(from al-Bazzar and al-Tabarant), Cp. Zurqanl, I, 67; Halabl, I, 29.
82 Bihdr, XV, 117: ittafaqatl l-imdmlyyatu 'alii anna wdlidayi l-rasiili wa-kulla ajdiidihi
ita adama "alayhi l-saldm kan« muslimtna; bat kanii mina l-stddtqtna=r tmmd anbiyii' mursalin
aw aw#yii' ma'#lmin.
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of Muhammad's substance, were actually prophets.ss One of these versions
runs as follows: "Ibn 'Abbas said: the verse means your wandering through
the loins of the prophets, from prophet to prophet, till He made you manifest
as prophet in this nation (i.e. among the Arabs" .84 It is suggested here that
Muhammad was the first to emerge as a prophet among the Arabs, while
his Arab forefathers are not regarded as such. A similar approach comes
forth in al-Zurqant's remark: "Ibn 'Abbas means the wandering of Muhammad
through the loins of the prophets, though it was through the loins of intermediates, as well". 85Other versions of the same interpretation, simply refrain
from entitling Muhammad's ancestors "prophets", thus avoiding the core of
the problem: "Ibn 'Abbas said: it means that (Muhammad wandered) through
the loins of the ancestors, Adam, Noah and Abraham, till (Allah) made him
manifest as a prophet".86 Or a further version: "Ibn 'Abbas said: through
the loins of Adam, Noah and Abraham, till you emerged".87
A question deserving further examination is, who amongst Muhammad's
biblical ancestors was actually a prophet (and not only a wa$iyy). The problem
centres mainly around Adam. Some Qur'anic verses exclude him from the
list of prophets, mentioning Noah as the first of them.88 A tradition on the
authority of Ma'mar b. Rashid reports, likewise, that Noah was the first of
all prophets sent.89
On the other hand, the Qur'an itself mentions also prophets, preceding
Noah; among them one finds Idris (Qur'an xix 56) who is usually identified
with Enoch, and Adam, who is represented as primogenitor of a prophetic
race (Qur'an, xix 58); Adam is also said to be the first of all people who
were chosen by Allah to be above all mankind (Qur'an iii 33). Some early
traditions, referring to Adam as a prophet, are based on this view. It is related
that Abu Dharr asked Muhammad who was the first prophet. Muhammad
83 And see also Halabt, I, 29: wa-hddha, kamd la yakhfa, ta yundft wuqu'a man laysa
nabiyyan fi abii'ihi. fa-l-muriidu wuqii'u l-anbiyii'i ff nasabihi, kamii "alimta darurata anna
iibii'ahu kulliihum laysii anbiyii'.
84 Tafsir al-Khdzin, V, 107: wa-qdla bnu 'abbiis: ardda: wa-taqallubahu ft asldbi l-anbiya'i,
min nabiyyin ita nabiyvin, hatta akhrajahu [i hadhihi l-ummati. Cp. ibid, Baghawi (in the
name of 'Atii', d. 114).
85 Zurqanl, I, 176: fa-fassara iibn "Abbds) taqallubahu fi l-siijidin bi-taqallubihi ff asldb
l-anbiyii'i, wa-Iaw ma'a l-wasii'it,
86 Qurtubl, XIII, 114: wa-qiila bnu 'abbas: ay ft asldbi l-iibii'i Mama wa-nuhin waibrdhima IJattii ahhrajahu nabiyyan,
87 Abii Hayyan, VII, 47: wa-qiila bnu "abbds: fi asliibi Mama wa-nuhin wa-ibriihima IJattii
kharajta.
88 See Qur'an iv 163, vi 84, xxxiii 7, xlii 13, Ivii 26.
89 Tabari, Ta'rikh, I, 178: fa-kdna awwala nabiyyin bu'itha nU/.zun"alayhi l-saldm. Cf. Ibn
Sa'd, 1/1,27; Zurqanl, I, 125.
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said that it was Adam to whom Allah spoke.w Wahb b. Munabbih states
that Adam was the first of all messengers, while Muhammad was the last of
them al1.91
The presentation of Adam as a prophet contradicts, in fact, his Qur'anic
descriptions as a rebel against Allah (Qur'an xx 121). The commentators
reconcile this divergence by showing that the sin of Adam in paradise had
taken place before he became an infallible prophet.92
The prophets succeeding Adam were, according to one tradition, Sheth,
Idrls, Noah and Abraham.v- Ishmael is also regarded as a prophet.P+ Sheth,
however, is sometimes excluded from the line of early prophets, Idris being
the first prophet counted after Adam.P>
According to the Shi"I outlook N oah, regarded as the first of ulii 1-'azm
(Qur'an xlvi 35), was the first to appear as a prophet, since the preceding
prophets had to hide their mission because of persecution by Cain's descendants.Pv

Il.
2.1
Muḥammad’s
light in his
father’s body

and light

THE

SUBSTANCE

OF

MUI;IAMMAD

AS

LIGHT

The most exalted representation of Muhammad's primordial substance IS
light.
This light is mentioned already in early Muslim sources, mainly in traditions dealing with events that took place before the prophet's birth. The
central figure in these traditions is 'Abdallah, the prophet's father. 'Abdallah
is said to have transmitted to his wife his divine prophetic sperm, that in due
time brought about the birth of Muhammad. As long as this sperm dwelt
in his body, there was a blaze shining on his forehead. This blaze attracted
several women who hoped to obtain the virtue of becoming the prophet's
mother. The woman who won the contest at last, was Amina of the Qurashi
clan of Zuhra. She was married to 'Abdallah who invested her with his
light. Consequently, she conceived Muhammad. Having transmitted the light
"Abdallah was no longer of interest to the other women, since not a trace
of it was left on his forehead.
One of the earliest biographers of Muhammad who dealt with the light
90
91
92
93
94
9~
96

Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 10,26. Cf. TabarI, Ta'rikh, I, 151 (from Ibn Ishaq).
Ma'iirif, 26.
Bi/.zdr, XI, 164.
Ma'ari!. 26.
Tabari, Ta'rikh, I, 314 (from Ibn Ishaq); Qi~a~,82; l;IalabI, I, 18,21.
Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 16; Tabarl, Ta'rikh, I, 170 (from Ibn Ishaq).
See, for instance, Ithbat, 24. On ula 1-'azm, see also 'Ilal, 122-123; Bihdr, XI, 33-36.
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of 'Abdallah, was al-Zuhri (d. 124). In a tradition quoted on his authority
by Ma'mar b. Rashid (d. 154), 'Abdallah is described as the most handsome
man ever seen in Quraysh. One day he came across a group of Qurashi women.
One of them said: "women of Quraysh, which one of you will marry. this
man and seize the light resting between his eyes?" and indeed there was a
light resting between his eyes. Amina bint Wahb of the clan of Zuhra married
'Abdallah, and in due time she conceived the messenger of Allah.t
Ibn Ishaq's (d. 150-151) account on the subject is more detailed. 'Abdallah's
light is described in his Sira not in its relation to his physical beauty, but
in a more elevated context. The light according to Ibn Ishaq, was a prophetic
symbol of 'Abdallah's future son, therefore it attracted the women who strove
to be the prophet's mother. Ibn Ishaq's version, unlike that of al-Zuhrl,
mentions also the disappearance of the light from 'Abdallah's forehead, after
he had invested Amina with it His version, quoted by Ibn Hisham.e runs as
follows: On his way to marry Amina, 'Abdallah was stopped by a woman
near the Ka'ba (her name was Ruqaiyya, Ruqayqa or Qutayla).> She was a
sister of Waraqa b. Naufal - a scholar, well versed in the Holy Scriptures.
Knowing from her brother, who had embraced Christianity, that a prophet
was about to emerge among the Arabs, and seeing 'Abdallah's light, she
concluded that the future prophet was hidden in his loins. Thereupon she
offered him a hundred camels for possessing her. 'Abdallah, who was accompanied by his father, could not comply with her request+ Instead, he
proceeded and married Amina. On that very day he transferred his light to
her. Later, when he returned to Waraqa's sister, she observed that his light
was gone, and lost interest in him.
The version of Yunus b. Bukayr (d. 199), one of Ibn Ishaq's rdwis, is
almost identical with that of Ibn Hisham (transmitted from Ibn Ishaq through
al-Bakka'l, d. 183). The only difference consists of some extra verses in Yunus'
version, attributed to Waraqa's sister. In these verses she maintains that the
light had gone from "Abdallah' coming to rest with the clan of Zuhra, i.e.
Amina's clan. She also describes the prophet about to be born as one who
is guided, with light leading his way.>
A similar tradition is recorded by Ibn Sa'd on the authority of al-Waqidi.
1 Bayhaqi, J, 14 (from a general account about Muhammad's
early years, transmitted
through Ma'mar); Suyutl, I, 104 (from al-Bayhaql and Abii Nu'aym),
2 Ibn Hisham, I, 164-165; Tabarl, Ta'rikh, 11, 243-244 (Ibn Ishaq); Ibn al-Jawzl, I,
86-81.
3 Suhayli, I, 180; J;Ialabi, I, 39; Zurqant, I, 101.
4 'Abdallah's
trial of temptation is sometimes compared with that of Joseph. See Zurqanl,
I, 110.
5 Bayhaqi, J, 84-86 (from Yiinus b. Bukayr),
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The woman, it is stated, could read the future in people's faces (wa-kiinat
tanzuru wa-ta'tiiju), and thus understood the meaning of 'Abdallah's blazing
light.v A further tradition, ascribed to al-Waqidi, states that "Abdallah's light
came to rest between Amina's breasts, leaving a trace on 'Abdallah's forehead
like a Dirham coin.?
Ibn Ishaq himself has an additional tradition on the subject. It relates that
the woman who tried to receive 'Abdallah's light was one of his own wives.
.On intending to lie with her one day, his wife told him to wash himself of
the traces of silt with which he had been working. Having washed he preferred
to lie with Amina, who consequently conceived the prophet. Then he returned
to his first wife, but now she rejected him, saying: "No! you have passed
across me with a white blaze on your forehead. I invited you, but you came
first to Amina and she has taken it away".8
Other traditions state that the woman who wanted 'Abdallah's light was
Fatima bint Murr.? According to al-Tabarl, she was a Kdhina of Khath'am,
a Jewess from the people of Tabala (or: Tubala). She is presented as extremely
beautiful, young, modest and well-versed in books. On 'Abdallah's forehead
she discovered the "light of prophethood" (nur al-nubuwwa).10 According to
Ibn Sa'd, it shone up to the sky.t t Ibn Sa'd quotes some verses ascribed
to Fatima, in which the light is described as a lightning among the clouds,
shining like dawn. Amina, it is stressed, robbed it from 'Abdallah without
his notice. In other verses she describes 'Abdallah, after having lied with
Amina, as being left like a smoking wick that was snuffed out. She declares
that the loss of 'Abdallah's light was a determined fate, independent of man's
activity or inactivity.11a
The divine religious nature of the traditions discussed above is entirely
missing from another tradition, quoted from Ibn 'Abbas, through 'Ikrima,
about the Khath 'amite woman. According to this tradition, the woman was
a mere whore, who used to come to Mecca to look for men performing their

7

Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 58-59; Suyutl, I, 104-105 (from Ibn Sa'd).
Bil;ziir,XV, 282-283.

8

Ibn Hisham, I, 166: ... qalai: M, mararta bi wa-bayna 'aynayka ghurratun bayrjii'u; fa-

6

da'awtuka fa-abayta "alayya wa-dakhalta 'alii dminata fa-dhahabat bihd. Compare, Tabart,
Ta'rikh, 11, 244 (Ibn Ishaq); Bayhaqi, I, 86 (Yunus b. Bukayr). This woman was named
Layla from the clan of 'Adiyy. See Suyutt, I, 100-101; Suhayli, I, 180; Halabi, I, 40;
Zurqani, I, 102 (from Ibn Qutayba).
9 Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 59-60; Simt, I, 242; Suhayli, I, 180.
10 TabarI, Ta'rikh, 11, 244. See also SuyiitI, 1,101; Ibn al-Jawzl, I, 87; Zurqani, I, 102;
l;Ialabi, I, 39.
11 Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 60; Suytitl, I, 103 (Ibn Sa'd).
11a Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 59-60; Ansiib, I, 79-80; Ibn Shahrashub,
I, 26-27; Zurqanl, I, 102;
Bihdr, XV, 114-115; Tabart, Ta'rlkh, n, 244-246; Suyfitf, 1,101-103; Ibn al-Jawzt, I, 87-88.
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2.2
Muḥammad’s
light in his
mother’s body

pilgrimage. When she saw 'Abdallah, one day, she was attracted by his unusual beauty. 'Abdallah, who was ready to lie with her, came first to his wife,
who consequently conceived Muhammad. When he came back to that woman,
she could not recognize him since his light was missing.12 The light in this
version is mainly part of 'Abdallah's physical beauty; sexually attractive to
that woman who knew nothing about its prophetic significance.
Amina's marriage to 'Abdallah which brought about the transmission of
the prophetic light to a member of the Qurashi clan of Zuhra, was predestined.U It is related by Ibn Sa'd that a Jewish scholar already foresaw
this marriage through his scriptures. When 'Abd al-Muttalib was in al-Yaman,
this scholar examined his body and found in it signs of prophethood and
kingdom. He urged him to marry a woman of Zuhra. 'Abd al-Muttalib
acted accordingly, taking one Zuhra woman for himself, and one - namely
Amina - for his son, 'Abdallah.t+ Consequently, all the disappointed women
of Quraysh became sick, and two hundred of them died of grief.I>
The transmission of 'Abdallah's light to Amina was, likewise, predestined.
Thus, a further tradition about 'Abdallah's light relates that after having
transmitted his light to A.mina, the disappointed woman said to him: "I
have seen the light that was with you yesterday, and I wanted it to be within
me. However, Allah was determined to put it only where He wanted it to be;
only where He wanted it to be.16
The moment of the transmission of the prophetic light to A.mina, had a
cosmic significance. The gates of heaven and paradise opened, and the tidings
about Muhammad's light that had entered A.mina's womb, were sent down.
12 Bayhaqi, I, 87-88 (from Dawud b. Abi Hind); Suyutt, I, 103-104 (from al-Bayhaql,
AM Nu'aym and Ibn 'Asakir).
13 The clan of Zuhra were always proud of their close relation to the prophet through
his mother, Amina; they used to point out that they were his only uncles on his mother's
side. See Ma'iirif, 57; Khargushi (Ttibingen) 86b.
14Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 51; Khargusht, 136a; Bayhaqi, 1,87,88-89;
Ibn al-Jawzl, 1,84-85;
Suyutl, I, 99-100; Zurqant, I, 103; Suhayll, I, 178-179; Bihar, XV, 218; l;Ialabi, I, 43-44.
According to another tradition, Amina was married to 'Abdallah after her father had seen

angels descending to help 'Abdallah; it happened when the latter was attacked by seventy
Jewish scholars coming from Syria to kill the father of the future prophet and seeking to
prevent Muhammad's emergence. When Amina's father witnessed this miracle, he decided
to give his daughter to 'Abdallah. See Ithbiit, 106; Khargiishi, 18a-18b; Ibn Shahrashtib,
I, 27; Bihdr, XV, 97-98; 111.
15 Ithbiit, 106-107; Khargiishl, 18b; Zurqanl, 1,103. A similar story is also related about
the marriage of Kilab b. Murra. See al-Wazlr al-Maghribi, K. al-Inds bi 'Ilmi l-Ansdb,
B. M. Or. 3620, fol. 49a ff.
16 Simt, I, 242: ... wa-innama ra'aytu l-nura lladhi Mina ma'aka bi-l-amsi fa-aradtu an
yakiina fiyya fa-abd lliihu an yaj'alahu ilia haythu shd'a, illii haythu shd'a, See also, Halabl,
I,40.
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2.3
Āmina’s vision
of light

All the idols of Quraysh, as well as those all over the world, were turned
upside down. Iblis was thrown off his chair, and fled to the mountain of
Abu Qubays, where he acquainted the demons with the news about the near
appearance of the prophet and their own end!", A further account, on the
authority of Ibn 'Abbas, relates that on the first night of Amina's pregnancy
all the beasts of Quraysh could suddenly talk. They conveyed to one another
the tidings of Amina's pregnancy, announcing that "the safeguard and shining
lamp of all mankind" was about to be born. Foretellers were cut off from
their demonic sources of information. The chairs of all kings were turned
upside down, and the tidings of the near appearance of Abii l-Qdsim (i.e.
Muhammad) were announced throughout heaven and earth.tf
The dwelling of the prophetic light in Amina's body also originated some
wondrous events. Ibn Ishaq reports that Amina, after conceiving Muhammad,
was told that she had conceived the master of the Arab nation. She was
ordered to name him Muhammad.r? This version of Ibn Ishaq does not
disclose in what state Amina was during this revelation. Other traditions,
however, state that it took place when she was half asleep.w or actually
dreaming.21
During her pregnancy Amina saw another prophetic vision, as well. It was
a vision of light emerging from her body. Ibn Hisham relates, on Ibn Ishaq's
authority, that the light illuminated the palaces of Busra in Syria.22 It was,
in fact, a prelude to the actual emergence of Muhanimad's prophetic light

17Ithbiit,
107; Khargushi, 19a• See also Simt, I, 246; Zurqant, I, 104-105; Bihar, XV,
102-103. Similar events took place before Muhamrnad's actual birth. See e.g. Suyuti, I,
117-118; Ibn al-Jawzi, I, 176.
18 Ithbdt, 109; Khargiishi, 19b; Suyutl, 1,118-119; Simt, I, 253; Ibn Kathtr, 575; Zurqani,
I, 108; l;Ialabi, I, 47; Mul;ziiQara,II, 14. See also Bihar, XV, 261-262, 296-297.
19 Ibn Hisharn, I, 116: ...fa-qila lahd: innaki qad hamalti bi-sayyidi hiidhihi l-umma ...
thumma sammihi muhammadan. See also, ibid, 174; Tabarl, Ta'rikh, n, 156, 160; Khargushi
(Tiibingen) 7b•
20 bayna l-nd'imi
wa-l-yuqziin. See Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 60; Ansiib, I, 80-81; Ibn al-Jawzi, I,
88; Suyuti, I, 105; Zurqani, I, 106; l;Ialabi, I, 46.
21 Suyiitl, I, 106, 119 (Abu Nu'aym):
Ibn Kathtr, 576; Khargusht, 30a; Simt, I, 254;
Zurqanl, I, 111; Muhddara, H, 15.
22 Ibn Hisham, I; 166: wa-ra'at l;zinabamalat bihi annahu kharaja minhd nurun ra'at bihi
qusura busra min arifi l-sha'mi. See also ibid, 174; Tabarl, Ta'rikh, 11, 156, 160. This tradition, as well as several others, put forward the future importance of Syria after the Muslim
expansion. A tradition states that it was announced already in the Torah that Muhammad
would be born in Mecca, immigrate to al-Madina and establish his kingdom in al-Sha'm.
See e.g, Ibn Sa'd, 1/2, 87; Khargtisht (Tubingen) 67b; Ibn al-Jawzl, I, 38; Suyuti, I, 28,
33, 34; Zurqani, I, 118; Bihiir, XV, 213. See further traditions on Syria as a centre of the
prophetic light in Kanz al-' Ummdl, XIII, 243 ff.
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2.4
Muḥammad’s
light at his birth

that was due to take place on his birth.23 This light, according to other traditions, seemed to Amina as if it reached the eastern and the western ends of
the earth. 24
The tradition about Amina's vision of light is sometimes combined with
another tradition about prophets who anticipated Muhammad's appearance.
Qur'an ii 129 mentions Abraham's prayer about Muhammad's emergence
among the Arabs, and Qur'an lxi 6 speaks about Jesus's tidings of him. An
early tradition based on these verses, runs as follows: "The prophet was
asked: what was the beginning of your prophethood? The prophet answered:
the prayer of my father Abraham; and Jesus has conveyed tidings of me".2S
The amalgamated form of this tradition - including the tradition of Amina's
vision - is recorded already by Ibn Ishaq: "The prophet said: I am the
prayer of my father Abraham, and the tidings of Jesus; and my mother saw,
when she conceived me, a light coming out of her body, illuminating the
palaces of Busra in Syria".26 Moreover, the early tradition about the primogeniture of Muhammad's prophetic substance within Adam's body (see above),
is also combined with the early traditions at issue: "The prophet said: I was
the servant of Allah and the seal of prophets, when Adam was still just clay.
I shall inform you about it: the prayer of my father Abraham, the good
tidings of Jesus about me, and the vision that my mother has seen; all mothers
of prophets see (such visions)".27 We are confronted here with an early systemization of the concept about the prophetic, luminous substance of Muhammad. The beginning of its wandering - in Adam's loins - and its end on
Muhammad's birth ~ are integrated here into one whole.
The actual appearance of the light on Muhammad's birth, is described in
detail in traditions frequently related in the name of Amina. She says that
Muhammad left her body with light that illuminated the castles of Syria and
23 According to Yunus b. Bukayr's version, Amina was only informed that the light
would appear on Muhammad's birth, without her actually seeing it during her pregnancy;
see Bayhaqi, I, 70, 92; Suylitl, I, 115. It is frequently stressed that the actual appearance
of the light took place on Muhammad's birth, whereas before it, Amina had seen this light
only in her dream; see SUYUti,I, 114-115; Zurqani, I, 117; Halabt, I, 47.
24 Tabarl, Ta'rikh, 11,161; Zurqanl, 1,107; Bihdr, XV, 396-397.
25 Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 96: qtla: yii rasala lldhi, md kdna bad'u amrika'l qiila: da'watu ab;
ibriihima wa-bashshara bt 'isii bnu maryama. See also SuyiilI, I, 23-24.
26 Ibn Hishiim, I, 175; Tabari, Ta'rikh, 11, 165 (Ibn Ishaq); Bayhaqi, I, 71 (Yunus b.
Bukayr). And see also Suyuti, I, 114, 11; Halabl, I, 47, 48--49.
27 Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 96: inni 'abdu lliihi wa-khdtamu l-nabiyyina wa-inna Mama la-munjadilun
fi tinatihi; wa-sa-ukhbirukum min dhiilika: da'watu abi ibrdhima wa-bishdratu 'Isii bi wa-ru'ya
ummi llati ra'at; wa-kadhalika ummahatu l-nabiyylna yarayna. And see also Bayhaqi, I, 71,
68-70; Ibn al-Jawzl, I, 36; Suyiiti, I, 114; Zurqani, I, 116. (A.mina's vision of light is sometimes connected, in these sources, to Muhammad's actual birth). See more about wondrous
events preceding Muhammad's birth, Zurqiini, I, 111 ff.; Bihiir, XV, 257 ff.; Halabi, I, 70 if.
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2.5
Muḥammad’s
light in
early
poetry (alʿAbbās;
Kumayt)

its markets, till she saw the necks of the camels in the markets of Bu~ra.28
Other traditions maintain that it illuminated the whole region between Syria
and al-Yaman.s? or even the whole world, to its eastern and western ends.w
According to another tradition, the light shone so intensely, that it frightened
her.3oa
Mothers of some of the prophet's companions reportedly shared the vision
of light on his birth. In contrast to traditions asserting that Amina was alone
when Muhammad was born.U a tradition states that the mother of :Uthman
b. Abi al-'A~ was also present. She saw light emerging from every corner of
the room; the stars descended till she feared that they would come down on
her.32 According to another tradition, Muhammad came out of his mother's
womb straight into the hands of 'Abd al-Rahman b. "Awf''s mother. She
heard a voice greeting the boy, and saw light reaching one of the palaces
of Byzantium. She also heard the voices of the angels carrying the boy all
over the world. Consequently, she was among the first to embrace Islam.s!
A snr: tradition puts forward the part played by 'All's mother in the same
scene. She attended Muhammad's birth, and saw the same vision of light
which Amina had seen. On the next morning she told her husband, Abu
Talib, about the light that illuminated the palm trees of Hajar. AM Talib
assured her that, in due course, she would give birth to a son, in the same
way Amina had done.t+
The appearance of the prophetic light on Muhammad's birth is the final
and most elevated stage of the wandering of Muhammad's primordial entity,
beginning with Adam. Already early poets detailed the eternal course of its
wandering. Some early verses are those ascribed to al- 'Abbas b. 'Abd alMuttalib, the prophet's uncle. Sometimes, however, they are ascribed to
al-'Abbiis b. Mirdas, who used to compose verses in praise of him,35 or to
Hassan b. Thabit, the prophet's poet.36 The early nature of these verses
Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 63; Ya'qubi, Il, 9; Khargiishi, 30b; Ibn al-Jawzi, I, 94, 95; Suyiitl, I,
115, 116; Zurqanl, 1,116, 117; l;Ialabi, I, 56.
29 Khargiishi, 89b•
30 Ibn Sa'd, 1/1,63; Suyutt, 1,115,116;
Zurqani, 1,115; Halabl, I, 56. Detailed accounts
are frequently quoted from Abii Nu'ayrn. See SUYii!i, I, 117-118, 122, 126, 127; see also
Ibn Shahrashub, I, 30.
30a Ya'qubt, Il, 9: ... ra'aytu lammii wada'tuhu naran badd minnt sdti'an batt« afza'ani.
31 Khargiishi, 30a; Zurqanl, I, 111 (from al-Khargiisbi);
Ibn Kathir, 576.
32 Tabarl, Ta'rikh, n, 156-157; Bayhaqi, I, 91-92; Suyutt, I, 113-114; Zurqani, I, 116;
SuhaylI, I, 181; l;Ialabi, I, 58.
33 Suyfitl, I, 116-117 (Abii Nu'ayrn); Ibn al-Jawzt, I, 94-95; Zurqanl, I, 119-120; l;Ialabi,
I, 63.
34 Ithbiit, 129. See also Bihiir, XV, 295 (from al-Kiifi].
35 Isti'iib, Il, 817 fr.
36 Zurqiini, 1,117.
28
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becomes quite evident through their content. The basic notion is identica
with the early traditions about Muhammad's primogeniture in substance, discussed in the first part of this study. The tradition ascribing these verses to
al- 'Abbas b. 'Abd al-Muttalib, maintains that he composed them when the
prophet was on his way back from Tabiik. A tradition to this effect is already
recorded by Ibn Qutayba (d. 279).37 The verses are:
Before that [i.e. before your appearance on earth], you dwelt well among
shadows [of paradise], .
Deposited where leaves were stitched [i.e. the loins of Adam];
Then you descended to earth, not as a human being,
Nor as a morsel or congealed blood But as a drop of sperm [within Adam's 10ins].38You sailed in the ark
While the flood had reached the mouth of "Nasr"39 and his followers .
.You were transmitted from loins to wombs;
When people of one generation passed away, there came a [new] generation.
You entered the fire of Abraham, hidden,
How could he be burnt, with you in his loins?
- Till your trustworthy clan dwelt within
Khindif, on high mountains with [wide) areas beneath.w
When you were born, the earth shone
And the horizons beamed with your light; .
We proceed fast in this brightness
And light, and in the right paths.
The same idea is expressed in some verses of the Sill'! poet, Kumayt (d. 125).
37 Adab al-Katib, 333 (quoting one verse only); Suyi1!i,
I, 97 (from al-Hakim and alTabaranl); Ibn al-Jawzl, I, 35; Muruj,lI, 130; Ibn Shahrashub,I, 27; Zurqanl, I, 117 (two
final versesonly), III, 83-85 (with interpretations);Halabi, 1,56 (two final verses): mja
qablihii tibta ft l-ziltili wa-ft / mustawda'in haythu yukhsafu l-waraqii / thumma habatta l-bildda
ld basharun / anta wa-ld mudghatun wa-ld "alaqii / bal nutfatun; tarkabu l-safina wa-qad /
aljama nasran wa-ahlahu l-gharaqu I tunqalu min sdlibin ild rahimin, / idhii madd 'iilamun badd
tabaqu. / waradta ndra l-khalili mustatiran, I fi sulbihi anta kayfa yahtariqu'l I /:lattii htawa
baytuka l-muhayminu min / khindifa 'alyii'a tahtahd l-nutuqu / wa-anta lammd wulidta, ashraqati
l- / ardu wa-t/ii'at bi-nurika l-ufuqii. / fa-nahnu fi dhiilika l-diyii'! wa-ft / l-niiri wa-subli l-rashddi

nakhtariqii.
38 The sperm, the congealedblood, and the morsel, mentionedin Qur'an xxii 5 and
xxiii 14, are three stagesin the process.of the creationof the human being.Cf. Bukhart,
IX, 165; Muslim,VIII, 44 ff.; 'Ilal, 345.
39 Nasr (i.e.eagle)was one of the fiveidolsin Noah'stimesmentionedin Qur'an Ixxi23.
Thisidol wasworshippedby some Himyarite tribes.SeeTabari, Tafsir, XXIX, 62.
40 i.e. the clan of Muhammad
was most honouredamongthe clans of Khindifwho was
thewifeof al-Ya's b. Mudar, The substanceof Muhammad is conceivedhere as forming
part of the collective substance of his tribe.
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These verses were discussed already by Goldziher :41
When your lineage is mentioned, your long branched tree blooms [spreading out] between Eve and Amina.
You were transmitted from generation to generation,
And you have got from her [Le. from Amina} white silver and gold [Le.
you have got your light from your mother at your birth]
Goldziher has explained that
Wir konnen dies nicht anders verstehen, als dass die edle Substanz des
Propheten, schon von Eva her bestanden habe, und dass sie (hier mit
glanzendem Silber und Gold verglichen) von Generation auf Generation
in ununterbrochener Folge iibergeben ward. Also die Substanz des Propheten sei von Adam her praexistent, und als edler Stoff von dem Trager
der einen Generation in den der folgenden gewandert, bis sie in Muhammed in offene Erscheinung trat.42
According to a more elaborate outlook, the substance of Muhammad appeared
openly as light, not only shortly before Muhammad's birth, but long before
it. Hence, not only 'Abdallah, but also former ancestors had the prophetic
blaze on their foreheads. Al-Waqidi (d. 207) already mentioned, reportedly,
the light of 'Abd Manaf: "On him was the light of the messenger of God,
and in his hand was the banner of Nizar and the bow of Ishmael".43 Other
traditions refer to the same light as seen on Khuzayma's forehead.s+ as well
as on Mudrika'ss> and Nizar's.46
In fact, the blaze is conceived to be shining on the foreheads of Muham-

2.6
The
evidence of
Ithbāt al41 Goldziher,
335 (from Kumayt's Hdshimiyydt, ed. Horowitz, 84, 39 ff.). md bayna
waṣiyya and bawwii'~ in nusibta ild / dminata 'tamma nabtuka l-hadabii; / qarnan fa-qarnan taniisakhtika,
al-Khargūshī laka / l-fiififatu minhii bay4ii'a wa-l-dhahabic.
42 Goldziher goes on to remark "dass Kumeit hier fiir diese Ubergabe das Wort taniisukh
gebraucht, der richtige Ausdruck ftir den Begriff der Metempsychosis der auch in der
spateren Literatur eben fUr die Transmission des gottlichen Seelenteils von einem Imam
auf den anderen regelmiissig gebraucht wird", This remark completely ignores the fact that
Kumayt's verses deal with the wandering of Muhammad's substance through his ancestors,

and not with the transmigration of the imami spirit. We shall discuss the differences between
the two doctrines in the third part of this article. As for the word tandsukh it has to be
noted that it does not fundamentally denote the transmigration of souls. It is used for the
wandering of the spermatic substance as well. See, e.g. Nahj, II, 180: fa-stawda'ahum fi
afdali mustawda'in wa-aqarrahum fi khayri mustaqarrin. taniisakhathum karii'imu l-asldbi itii
mutahhardti l-arf.ziimi.
43 Zurqani, I, 73: qdla l-wdqidt: wa-kiina fihi naru rasiili lliihi ($) wa-fi yadihi liwii'u niziirin
wa-qawsu isma'tla.
44 IbM, 77 (from T'arikh al-Khamts).
45 Ibid,78.
46 Ibid, 79; Suhayli, I, 10; I;lalabi, 1,17.
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mad's ancestors as early as Adam. Detailed traditions about the wandering
of this shining light through all Muhammad's ancestors are included in a
book written by al-Mas'udi (d. 346), the Ithbiit al- Wasiyya li-l-Imdm 'Ali b.
Abi Talib.47 These very traditions, with some omissions, are also recorded
by al-Khargusht (d. 406) in his Sharaf al-Mu~/afa.48
Some important elements of these traditions are found already in the early
sources dealing with Muhammad's birth. A most prominent element is the
presentation of the ancestors as mere successive vehicles designated for a
continuous transmission of the light through their bodies. The light is forwarded from one to another as a whole, without leaving a trace in the body
of the former carrier. The actual transmission takes place only during an
intercourse that brings about the birth of the forthcoming carrier. Thus, an
account similar to that concerning 'Abdallah, is recorded in the Ithbiit concerning Adam. It relates that Adam used to order Eve to wash herself whenever he intended to lie with her, lest his light would come to rest within an
impure body. On conceiving Sheth the light left Adam's forehead and appeared in her own body. When Sheth was born that very light shone on his
forehead,49 whereas on the birth of Sheth's elder brothers the light kept on
shining on Adam's forehead. so Similarly, the light did not leave Kedar's forehead before his wife conceived his successor 1:Iamal.S1 The same is related
about Hashim who transferred his light to his wife only when she conceived
'Abd al-Muttalib.V 'Abd al-Muttalib, likewise, begot Abii Talib and al-Zubayr,
transmitting his light to neither of them. Only when his wife Fatima conceived 'Abdallah did she absorb the whole light into her body.53
The Ithbiit traditions lay a special emphasis on the purity of the lightbearers - both males and females. This, also, is similar to what is said in the
early traditions concerning Muhammad's birth: Ibn Ishaq states that Amina
came of the noblest strain of all Quraysh.t+ The light itself is described as a
blaze (ghurra) resembling the blaze seen on the foreheads of noble horses.55

47
48

Ithbiit, 90-113; and cf. also Muru], I, 37 If.
Khargushl, 7a ff. Parallel fragments, found in further sources, will be mentioned here-

after.
Ithbiit, 90--91. The parallel text of al-Khargushi is shortened.
Simt, I, 33, 64, 67. Cf. also ibid. 96 ff., about the birth of Methuselah.
51 Ithbiit, 96; Khargiishi, lOb.
52 Bihiir, XV, 39 If. (from AM al-Hasan al-Bakn).
53 Ithbdt, 104-105; Bihar, XV, 77 (al-Bakn).
54 Ibn Hisham, I, 165: wa-hiya yawma'idhin afdalu mra'atin min qurayshin nasaban wamawdi'an.
55 Ibid., 166: wa-bayna "aynayhi ghurratun mithlu ghurrati l-farasi.
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The same description is given in the Ithbiit to the light on Adam's forehead.w
as well as on that of 'Abd al-Muttalib.r?
The pure race of the light-bearers is elevated in the Ithbiit traditions to a
rank of an exalted ideality. The strict preservation of the pure race is a Divine
decree, committed already to Adam. It was handed down successively to all
the following ancestors of Muhammad, Consigning this command of purity
to Adam, Allah said: "Take this light together with My covenant and contract so that you will deposit the light only within the pure wombs".58 Forwarding the same order to his successor, Sheth, Adam said: "My son, Allah
has ordered me to impose on you a covenant and a compact for the sake of
the light on your face, to the effect that you shall deposit it only within the
purest woman of all mankind. Let it be known to you that Allah has put
upon me a rigid covenant concerning it" .59 Gabriel and ninety thousand
angels witnessed this commandment being written. It was written with a pen
brought from paradise, and was sealed with Gabriel's seal. Sheth was dressed
with two purple robes of light.60 Sheth, in due time, passed this commandment (wa#yya) on to Enosh, Enosh to Kenan, Kenan to Mahalaleel and
so on.61
The pure race was preserved by Muhammad's Arab ancestors as well.
According to the Ithbdt, every Arab ancestor used to write down a covenant
for his successor, to the effect that he should marry only the purest woman
of his time. The covenant was hung in the Ka 'ba, since the days of Ishmael,
up to the year of the elephant.62 .
The spiritual purity of the light-carriers is also emphasized in the Ithbdt,
Sheth for instance, was protected on his birth from Iblis by several veils of
light drawn around him by Allah. Iblis was thus isolated till the boy was
seven years old; all this time a cosmic column of light was towering between
heaven and earth.63 A similar column (' amud), denoting the righteousness of
the new-born in its universal sense, was also erected on the birth of Abraham.
Ithbiit, 90; KhargiishI, 8a• Compare, Simt, I, 40.
Ithbiit, 102; Khargushl, 13b, 14a•
58 Ithbat, 90j Khargusht, 7b-Saj Sim{, I, 43-44.
59 Ithbdt, 91. See also l;Ialabi, I, 31; Simt, I, 73.
60 Ithbdt, 91-92; Khargfishl, sa; BiJ.zar, XV, 35 (al-Bakrl).
61 Ithbiit, 92, and see also Slmt, I, 88, 97; Zurqani, I, 65.
62 Ithbiit, 98. The pure race of the women who were married to prophets or to their
descendants is stressed in the Book of Tobit iv 12; cf. about it in J. M. Grintz, Chapters
in The History a/The Second Temple Times, Jerusalem, 1969, pp. 54-55.
63 Ithbdt, 91; Khargiishl, 8a; Bif.ziir,XV, 34 (al-Bakn). Veils were, likewise, drawn around
Noah tStmt, 1,98), Abraham (Suyun, Ill, 114) and Jesus (Qi~ti$, 319; Halabl, I, 70). When
Jesus was born Iblts was barred from three heavens; when Muhammad was born he was
barred from all seven. See Suyiiti, I, 127; BiQiir, XV, 257; l;Ia1abi, I, 68.
56
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2.6.1
Muḥammad’s light
with his
grandfather ʿAbd
al-Muṭṭalib

Its beauty evoked the adoration of the angels.e+ On the birth of Humal,
Kedar's son, the gates of heaven opened and rays of light, like those of
the moon, were beaming between heaven and earth. Angels descended with
blessings and mercy.65
The prophetic blaze itself, serves as a source of blessing for the whole
community of its carrier. This aspect is fully expressed in the traditions about
the blaze of 'Abd al-Muttalib. These traditions, obviously Shi'I inspired,
present the prophet's grandfather as a praiseworthy leader, communicating
between Quraysh and Providence.6sa It is related in the Ithbiit that with the
light of Muhammad blazing on his forehead, 'Abd al-Muttalib managed to
bring down rain on Mecca after a period of heavy drought.w The exalted
Ithbdt, 93; Khargushl, 8b•
Ithbtit, 96-97; Khargushl, n>,
ssa It has to be borne in mind that 'Abd al-Muttalib, being the ancestor of both Ab11
Talib (father of 'All) and al-'Abbiis, serves as a natural focus for pro-Hashimite traditions,
aimed against the Umayyads; thus it was originally both a Shi'I and 'Abbasid interest to
lay a special emphasis on the light of the prophet's grandfather. Some examples from early
sources will make this phenomenon clear: Ibn Ishaq quotes some verses in praise of 'Abd
al-Muttalib in which his face is described as shining like a full moon. See Ibn Hisham, I,
180: lahu fadlu majdin 'alii qawmihi / munirun yaliihu ka-daw'i l-qamart. See also ibid., 185
(ascribed to Hudhayfa b. Ghiinim): 'alii shaybati l-hamdi lladht kdna wajhuhii / yudi'u sawdda
l-layli ka-l-qamari l-badri. Jarnlla, a singer of the Umayyad period, who supported ahl albayt, sang the latter verse for 'Abdallah b. Ja'far (b. Abu Talib), See Aghdni, VIII, 145.
Ibn al-Kalbl too relates that in the jahiliyya, Nufayl b. 'Abd al- 'Uzza who supported 'Abd
al-Muttalib against Harb b. Umayya, composed some verses in which he described the
former as a light guiding one's way. See Ibn Hablb, Kitiib al-Munammaq [i Akhbdr Quraysb
(Hyderabad, 1964),97: wa-shaybatu l-hamdi niirun yustada'u bihi. In fact, Abd al-Muttalib's
light was praised not only in early verses but also in some early traditions. 'Awana b. alHakam (d. 147/8; see GAS, I, 307) recorded a story about 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas who had
denounced the Umayyad caliph Yazid (d. 64) for killing al-Husayn and the young men from
among the children of 'Abd al-Muttalib who were (shining) in darkness like lamps. See
al-Baladhurl, Ansiib al-Ashrdf, IVb, ed. M. Schloesinger (Jerusalem, 1938), p. 18: ... qatlaka
husaynan wa-l-fitydna bant "abd al-muttalib masdbiha l-dujd ... (about the anti-Umayyad traditions of 'Awana see also A. A. Duri, Nash'at 'Ilm al-Tartkh 'Ind ai-Arab, Beirut, 1960,
pp. 36-37). Al-Haytham b. 'Adiyy (d. 206/7; see GAS, I, 272) also relates that the genealogist
Daghfal (see about him Isti'ab, 11, 462) was asked by Mu'awiya about the most excellent
men of Quraysh. He mentioned two of them, namely 'Abd al-Muttalib and Umayya, He
described 'Abd al-Muttalib as being white, tall, beautiful and having the light of prophethood on his forehead. See Aghiini, I, 8: ... kana 'abd al-muualib abyada madida l-qdmati
hasana l-wajhi ft jabinihi nuru l-nubuwwati wa-'izzu l-mulki, Umayya was described as his
utter opposite. The anti-Umayyad feelings in these early traditions are quite obvious.
66 [thMt, 102; Khargiishi, 14a; Zurqanl, I, 82 (from al-Khargushi); I;Ialabi, I, 59 (from
al-Khargiishi); Simt, I, 226 (from al-Khargusht). By the same light he brought down rain
on Qays 'Ayalan as well. See Ithbdt, 108-109. And cf. also Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 54-55; Ansdb,
I, 82-83; Ya' q11bI,11, 12-13.
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2.6.2
The
preordained course
of Muḥammad’s light
(Kedar)

and light

features of this blaze were fully demonstrated in the year of the elephant.
When Abraha set upon Mecca, 'Abd al-Muttalib withdrew to the mountain
of Thabir, Thereupon the blaze on his forehead beamed toward the walls of
the Ka 'ba, thus making him realize that Mecca was protected by Allah.
Then, he commanded his people to return to Mecca, assuring them that
victory would be theirs.o? That very light was the chief cause of Abraha's
profound respect for 'Abd al-Muttalib, when the latter came to negotiate
with him. Seeing the light on his forehead Abraha invited him to share with
him his own throne. Having learnt that 'Abd al-Muttalib's light had been
shining on the foreheads of all his ancestors, Abraha recognized that 'Abd
al-Muttalib belonged to a race of people exceeding all kings in honour and
celebrity.68Abraha's elephant was also affected by the light of Muhammad;
it prostrated itself to 'Abd al-Muttalib, greeting the light resting in his loins.
Abraha's magicians explained that the elephant had prostrated itself to the
light of a prophet who was about to emerge from 'Abd al-Muttalib's loins.
They all kissed 'Abd al-Muttalib's legs, and gave back to him all the property
they had robbed from him.69
An outstanding feature of the Ithbiit traditions about the wandering of
Muhammad's substantial light, is the stress laid on its forming part of a
Divine design aimed at Muhammad's prophetic emergence at a predestined
time and place. Above all, it is stated that the entire world was created for
this purpose only. Allah revealed to Adam that Muhammad was the only
cause for his own creation, as well as for the creation of heaven, earth,
paradise and hell.70
67

Ithbat, 102; Khargusht,

14a; Simt, I, 229; Zurqani, I, 84-85; Bihdr, XV, 145; l,IalabI,

1,59.
Ithbiit, 103; Khargiishi, 14b; Bitziir, XV, 130.
Ithbdt, 103-104; Khargtishi, 15b-16a; Bihdr, XV, 68 fr. (al-Bakrl), 130-131, 132; Simt,
I, 230; Zurqant, I, 86; Halabt, I, 60. The traditions maintaining that the prophetic light
still dwelt within 'Abd al-Muttalib's loins in the Year of the Elephant contravene, at first
sight, the traditions dating Muhammad's birth to that very year. This problem is discussed
by several Muslim scholars who suggest some possible solutions. See e.g. Zurqiini, I, 8687; Halabt, I, 60. However, these contradictory traditions are not mutually exclusive. The
traditions about 'Abd al-Muttalib's light belong, in fact, to an independent stratum of
legendary traditions aimed at the glorification of the prophet's grandfather. The traditions
about the date of Muhammad's birth belong to a completely different group, namely,
chronological traditions. See some of these traditions in Zurqani, I, 130; Ibn Sa'd, 1/1,
62-63; Halabl, I, 57 ff.; Bihiir, XV, 138, 248 ff.
70 Ithbat, 90: ... wa-lawldhu md khalaqtuka
wa-ld khalaqtu samii'an wa-ld art/an wa-ld
jannatan wa-ld niiran. See also Simt, I, 43, 54, 59; Zurqani, I, 62. The same was also revealed
to Jesus (Khargiishi, 86b; Ibn al-Jawzi, I, 34, 60; Qi~a~, 20; Suyutl, I, 19; Zurqanl, I, 44), as
well as to Muhammad himself, through GabrieI. See Zurqani, I, 44,63. The Ash'art scholars
did not agree, however, that Muhammad caused Allah to create the world. Al-Qastallani's
68
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2.6.3
Muḥammad’s light
and the creation of
Adam

In order to preserve the predestined course of the wandering substance,
each of its human carriers had a revelation, by which he came to know who
was his destined woman, meriting his light. Usually, these revelations took
the form of a dream. The traditions about Kedar, the son of Ishmael, are
most typical. The Ithbiit traditions relate that Kedar presumed that his destined
woman was one of the daughters of Isaac. However, though he married two
hundred of them the light did not forsake his body for two hundred years.
Only after having a dream in which he was ordered to marry a woman from
among the Arabs - namely al-Ghadira - did the light come to rest in her
womb, and she conceived his son, Hamal."! This tradition presents the merits
of Muhammad's Arab ancestry, stressing that his primordial prophetic substance was destined to pass only through Arabs, after Ishmael and Kedar.tHashim, too, was intimated in a dream of the identity of his pure chosen
wife, after having turned down several proposals coming from both Arabs
and non-Arabs.U 'Abd al-Muttalib was, likewise, ordered in his dream to
marry Fatima bint 'Amr, the mother of his successor, 'Abdallah.t+
Adam, as Muhammad's primogenitor, was the first to have the substantial
blaze on his forehead. The traditions about it deserve a special examination.
Already early Muslim sources are familiar with the view that Adam and Eve
were clad in "clothes of light" in paradise.t> A more detailed tradition, quoted
in the name of Wahb b. Munabbih, relates that Allah coated Adam with a
very beautiful nail substance that shone like the sun. After Adam committed
his sin this coating was reduced, surviving only on his finger-tips.76
The major element of Adam's brightness is said to have been the light of
Muhammad, shining on his forehead. "Allah", says a tradition, "covered
Adam with clothes of paradise, adorned with various ornaments, with light
emerging from their folds, like sunshine". "The light of the prophet", it is
added, "shone on his forehead like a full moon".??

explanation to this is that Muhammad was not a cause for Allah's activities, but an aim
that had to be achieved through the creation of the world; see Zurqani, I, 45: ... ujibu bi-anna
l-zdhira mina l-adillati ta'lllu ba'rJi l-af'tili bi-l-hukmi wa-l-ma~iilibi llatt hiya ghiiyatun wamaniifi'u li-af''dlihi ta'ala,
bawd'ithu 'alii iqddmihi wa-ld 'ilalun muqtadiyatun li-fii'i/iyyiitihi.
71 Ithbdt, 94-95; Khargiishl, loa_lob.
12 This tradition seems to be a reaction to the contrary view about the divine spirit manifested through Muhammad's body after having dwelt in the bodies of the universal prophets,
all of them non-Arabs. See also below.
73 Ithbiit, 49; Khargiishi, 13a; Bihiir, XV, 39-40 (al-Bakrl).
74 Ithbiit, 104-105; Khargiishi, 18a.
75 Yaqiibi,
1,5: wa-kdna libds iidam wa-lzawwii' thiydban min niir,

ta

76 Ma'iirif,

8.

77 Qi,l'a,l',23: ... wa-niiru nabiyyina (,I') fi jabinihi
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The blaze shining on Adam's forehead represents the substance of Muhammad, infused into his loins; this substance is conceived in our sources as
having been created separately. Traditions about its separate creation are
found in the Ithbiit, and with some more details, in al-Tha 'labl's Qisas alAnbiyii', This substance was created in accordance with the early concept,
already known to us, when Adam was still between clay and soul, that is,
before Allah breathed the spirit oflife into his body. The substance of Muhammad on its creation is identified in these traditions with a cosmic pearl, possessing independent creative powers. AI-Tha 'labt's tradition runs as follows:
When Allah wanted to create Adam He commanded Gabriel to fetch Him
dust from the earth. After it was taken from the four ends of the earth, it was
plunged into water and became clay.78 Then, Allah ordered Gabriel to descend
once more and bring Him a handful of pure and luminous dust for the creation
of Muhammad, Gabriel brought this dust from the place of Muhammad's
future grave at al-Madtna."? The dust was mingled with the water of the
Tasnims» and was shaken till it became a white pearl. The pearl was plunged
into the water of all heavenly rivers. When it was pulled out again Allah
looked at it, and it dripped a hundred-and-fourteen thousand drops; from
each. drop Allah created a prophet. Then it was set in motion throughout
the heavens and earth, so that the angels came to know Muhammad before
knowing Adam. Afterwards, Allah kneaded the pearl into the clay of Adam.
When Allah breathed soul into Adam's body and accomplished his creation,
the light of the Pearl of Muhammad appeared on his forehead. It was transmitted through the loins of his ancestors till Muhammad himself was bom.s!
78 This is the common tradition about Adam's creation. See, e.g., Tabarl, Ta'rikh, I,
89 ff. All human beings are said to have been created in a similar way. Allah, says a tradition, has two angels of creation. He sends them to fetch dust from the earth. This dust is
mixed with the sperm dwelling in the womb. See 'Ilal, 300-301.
79 It is generally believed that the dust (turba) for the creation
of the human being is
taken from the future place of his grave; see Zurqani, I, 43: turbatu l-shakhsi madfanuhu.
It is important to note here that other traditions maintain that Muhammad's dust was taken
from Mecca. See ZurqiinI, I, 43; Halabt, I, 147: wa-qad qdla bna "abbas: aslu tinat! rasiili
lldhi (s) min surrati l-ard! bi-makka. And see also M. J. Kister, "You shall only set out for
Three Mosques", Le Museon, LXXXII, 1-2 (1969), p. 187, note 63. Mecca is even believed
to be the origin and the centre of the whole earth. See Qi~a~, 3; ZarkashI, 79; Zurqanl, I,
43; Tabarl, Ta'rikh, I, 49 ff.; Khargiishi, 167b; l;Ialabi, I, 146 (with a tradition granting
the same merit to bay! al-maqdis). A harmonizing explanation is given by al-Suhrawardi
(d. 632) in his 'Awiirifal-Ma'iirifto
the effect that Muhammad's dust was taken from Mecca,
yet, the pearl that was created from it was thrown in the direction of al-Madina, which
became thus the place of his future grave; see Zurqanl, I, 43-44. Cf..also l;Ialabi, I, 147.
80 A celestial spring; see Qur'an lxxxiii 27. And cf. also Tabarl, Tafsir, XXX, 69-70.
81 Qi~a~, 20-21; see also (on the authority of Ka'b al-Ahbar):
Ithbdt, 90; Khargusht,
7b; Ibn al-Jawzi, 1,34-35; Zurqanl, I, 42-43; Bihdr, XV, 26-27 (from al-Bakn). A further
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2.7
The Shīʿī
perspective: Abū
Ṭālib, ʿAlī and Ahl
al-Bayt

The luminous primordial substance of Muhammad is thus elevated to the
rank of a cosmic entity.
Within the doctrine of the prophetic light the traditions dealing with the
light of 'Abd al-Muttalib, Muhammad's grandfather, appear already in early
sources. We have already seen (above, note 65a) that early anti-Umayyad
traditions present 'Abd al-Muttalib as possessing the prophetic blaze. By so
doing, these traditions allude to the merits of the descendants of 'Abd alMuttalib's sons, Abl1 Talib, father of 'All, and al-"Abbas, forefather of the
'Abbasid caliphs. Yet, anti-Abbasid feelings soon caused the Shi'a to adopt
a more exclusive approach. This approach comes forth through the traditions
about the transmission of 'Abd al-Muttalib's light. Some traditions which
we have already seen, maintain that 'Abd al-Muttalib transmitted the prophetic light only to his son 'Abdallah. According to the prevalent Shi'i
outlook, however, 'Abd al-Muttalib transmitted his light equally to both
'Abdallah and Abu Tiilib. AM Tiilib in turn transferred his share of the
light to his son 'Ali, whereas 'Abdallah transmitted his half to his son
Muhammad. Thus 'All is presented as the exclusive sharer of the light with
the prophet, which makes him his only legitimate successor.e- The actual
snrr tradition concerning this matter runs as follows:
The prophet said: I and 'Ali were a light on Adam's forehead. We wandered from the pure loins into the purified immaculate wombs, till we
reached the loins of 'Abd al-Muttalib, Then the light was divided into
two parts: one part was transmitted to 'Abdallah and one part - to Abu
Talib. I emerged from 'Abdallah and 'Ali emerged from AM Talib.83
The view of the primordial substance of 'Ali is linked with the conception
of his substantial cosmic primogeniture.84 According to this concept <All,
tradition relatesthat the light was depositedat first in Adam's back. Adam asked Allah
to transferit to his forehead,so that the angelswouldbe able to see it. Then he askedto
seeit himself,and it wastransferredto his fingers.It includedalsothe lightsof 'All,Fatima,
al-Hasan and al-Husayn.See Bihdr, XV, 34 (al-Bakrf). Accordingto a sunni tradition,
however,it includesthe lightsof Abii Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthmanand 'Ali. See Halabl, I, 148.
82 It is interestingto note that the Shi'a sometimesopenlyadmitsthat had Muhammad
had a son of his own, 'Ali could not have beenhis successor;see 'Ilal, 131: .. .fa-law kdna
li-rasidi lldhi waladun min ba'dihi la-kdna awla bi-rasidi lldhi (s) min amiri l-mu'minina fakiinat ta tathbutu wasiyyatu amiri l-mu'minina.
83 Ithbdt, 129: 'an sayyidina rasidi lliihi annahu qdla: kuntu ana wa-l aliyyun niiran ft jabhati
iidama fa-ntaqalnd mina l-asldbi l-tdhirati itii l-arluimi l-mutahharati l-zdkiya I;attii sirna If
sulb! 'abdi l-muualibi fa-nqasama l-nuru qismayni; fa-sdra qismun fi "abdi lldhi wa-qismun
ft abi tiilibin fa-kharajtu min "abdi lliihi wa-kharaja 'aliyyun min abi fiilibin.
84 Thisconceptis, obviously,rooted in the earlynotionabout the Messiah,who is identifiedwitha primordialcosmichuman being,dwellingin front of the throne of God. It is
foundalreadyin the book of Enoch(especiallyeh. xlvi;cf. also,Daniel,vii 9-14). Seeabout
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as well as his family, were existent before Adam's creation as primordial
luminous reflections of their corporeal bodies. These reflections are called
ashbdh. or ashbdh. nur.8S Muhammad, reportedly, explained to the $aJ:ziibf Jabir
b. "Abdallah that ashbdi: were shadows of light, lucent bodies without souls.86
These bodily reflections were created from clay, taken from beneath the
throne. It is related that Allah infused into these bodies the souls of the
imams created from the Divine light. From the clay of these ashbdh. Allah
created the souls of all the snrrs. Their bodies He created from other clay
taken from a lower place beneath the throne.s? All the Shl'Is share, according
to another view, not only the clay of the ashbiih but also the Divine light of
their souls. Therefore, every feeling of joy or sadness of the imams, reaches
also the souls of all the ShI'is. The only difference between the imams and
their followers is, according to this view, that the clay of the latter was mixed
with the impure clay of their enemies.P
Theashbii/:z appeared to Adam: it is related that Allah commanded to raise
the celestial veils so that Adam could see five forms before His throne. They
were the ashbdli of Muhammad, 'All, Fatima, al-Hasan and al-Husayn.e?
Adam and Eve saw, according to another tradition, the image ($ura) of Fatima,
It was a body of light with a crown on its head, which stood for 'All; its
two earrings symbolized al-Hasan and al-Husayn.Pv
The core of the ashbii1:z traditions is the reassertion of their being superior
to the angels. When al-Husayn was asked what Muhammad's family was
prior to Adam, he said: we were ashbii/:z of light, encircling the throne of
the Merciful, teaching the angels how to praise Allah and to laud Him.91
The angels themselves, relates another tradition, informed Muhammad on
the night of the Mi'rdj that his family had been created as luminous ashbdb
prior to their own creation. When the angels were finally created they learned
the words of Allah's praising from those ashbii1:z.92 On the ground of their
it, W. F. Albright, From The Stone Age to Christianity (Hebrew translation) Jerusalem,
1953, pp. 227 ff.; Andrae, 314; J. Liver, s.v. "Messiah", in the Encyclopaedia Biblica, V, 509.
85 Ashbal;z are generally taken to be the form of the angels, that is, "delicate bodies of
light" (ajsam laufa nuraniyya), see Zurqani, I, 9. They are sometimes described as "lights
within shadows" (anwiir Ji l-asilla; see BiMr, XI, 118.
86 Bif:ziir, XV, 25 (from al-Kullnl):
... qultu: wa-ma l-ashbii/:t? qala: ziliu l-nari, abdiinun
nuriiniyya bi-ld arwa/:t.
87 Andrae, 315 (from al-Kullnl); cf. also 'Ilal, 116.
88 'Ilal, 93-94.
89 BiMr, XI, 175.
90 Suyiitl, La'iilt, I, 395-396; Dhahabl, Miziin, II, 495-496; Lisiin al-Miziin, Ill, 346.
91 "Ilal, 23: ... qdla: kunnii ashbdha nurin nadiiru hawla "arshi l-rabmdni fa-nu'allimu
1mald'ikata l-tasbiha wa-l-tahlila wa-l-tahmida. Yet, see ibid, 5, where they are called arwdh.
instead of ashbdh,
92 BiMr, XV, 8-9 (from Tafsir Furat).
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superiority these primordial images were not commanded to prostrate themselves to Adam, unlike the angels that were commanded to do so (Qur'an,
ii 43, vii 11, xvii 61, xviii 50, xx 116).93 Furthermore, the angels, together
with Iblis, prostrated themselves to 'All when his lucent clay-substance passed
across them in the first heaven. At that moment a voice announced: "this is
not a light of an angel nor of a prophet. This is the light of the clay of 'Ali
b. Abi Talib".94
The spermatic substance of 'Ali and the rest of Ahl al-Bayt, wandering
through their ancestors, is identified with the ashbiih. "The ashbiiii of Ahl
al-Bayt", says a tradition, "were created fifteen thousand years before Adam
circulating around the throne of Allah. When Adam was created Allah infused them into his loins".95 Adam was a mere vehicle (wu'a') carrying this
substantial light; therefore, it is often stressed that the light of Ahl al-Bayt
was the only cause for the Prostration of the angels to him.96 Once deposited
in his loins the ashbiib illuminated all the horizons, the celestial veils, paradise
and the throne.v?
The ashbdh, though removed from the throne and deposited as a spermatic
substance in Adam's loins, retain, according to the following tradition, their
original relation to the throne. This tradition relates that Allah removed the
ashbdh. from the top of His throne and deposited them in Adam's loins.
Adam was astonished to see light emerging out of his body, and he 'asked
Allah about it. Allah ordered him to look at the top of the throne. The light
of the ashbiii: was thrown from his loins up towards it, so that the images
of the ashbiih were reflected there like human faces in a clear mirror.98
The primordial substance of 'Ali and Ahl al-Bayt is, in fact, identified not
only with ashbiih, created from Divine clay, but also with a more exalted
cosmic entity created directly from the Divine light. As such, they are considered one of the first creations of Allah. Andraes? has already quoted a
93 Bihdr, XI, 142: .. .fa-lammii khalaqa llahu 'azza wa-jalla iidama amara l-mald'ika an
yasjudii lahu wa-lam ya'murnii bi-l-sujiidi. Compare ibid, XV, 21-22.
94 '[lal, 144; Ibn Shahrashub, 11, 86.

95 Bihiir, XV, 6 (from Tafsir Furdt): kunnii ashblil; nur hawla 1-'arshi nusabbihu lldha qabla
an yakhluqa iidama bi-khamsata "ashara alfa 'amino fa-lammd khalaqa lliihu iidama farraghand
ft sulbihi.
96 See e.g. Bihdr, XI, 192 (Ta/Sir al-'Askari): ... yii ddamu innamii amartu l-malii'ika bita'~imika bi-l-sujiidi laka idh kunta wu'ii'an li-hddhih; l-anwar.
97 Bihar, XI, 150 iTafsir al-t Askari),
98 BiIJiir, XI, 150-151 (from Tafstr al-t Askari): ... unzur yii ddamu ild dhurwati l-'arshi.
fa-nazara iidamu wa-waqa'a niiru ashbdhind min zahri ddama 'alii dhurwati l-tarshi fa-ntaba'a
fihi suwaru ashbiibinii kamd yantabi'u wajhu l-insdni fi-l-mir'dti l-~iifiya. Goldziher (p. 327328) finds Jewish parallels to this tradition.
99 Andrae, 314 (from al-Shahrastani,
I, 204).
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tradition, recorded on the authority of al-Mughira b. Sa'Id (d. 119), to the
effect that the shadows of Muhammad and 'Ali were the first creation of
Allah, after He had created the sea of light and darkness. The primordial
essence of Ahl al-Bayt as the first creation is sometimes described as dwelling
within shadows of a green colour. It is related that they have been praising
Allah in this form before the creation of the angels and the rest of the spirits. lOO
Muhammad and his family have been created as green shadows from the light
of Allah; a tradition states that He placed these shadows before Him when
the heaven, earth, day, night, sun and moon were not yet existent. 101
As for the exclusive share taken by 'All in Muhammad's light, it has already
been pointed out that this concept is linked with the concept of 'Ali's cosmic
primogeniture. Thus Muhammad is reported to have told "All that on the
creation of Adam, Allah created him and "An:of the Divine light. He infused
this light into Adam's loins, and transferred it till it reached the loins of
"Abd al-Muttalib. Then, the light was split into two, so that Muhammad
reached the loins of "Abdallah, and 'Ali reached those of Abu Talib. Thus,
Muhammad was entitled to prophethood and 'AlI - to the wa$iyya.102 A
further tradition recorded by Ahmad b. Hanbal (d. 261) states: Muhammad
and "All were created as light a thousand years before Adam. This light
praised Allah; then, it was deposited in Adam's loins. When it reached the
loins of "Abd al-Muttalib it was split between "Abdallah and AM Talib.
Thus the prophethood came to Muhammad and the Khiliifa came to 'AII.103
Another tradition stresses that the light of 'Ali and Muhammad, when transmitted through the loins of the ancestors, shared their trials of suffering.
Adam, with the light in his loins, inclined to sin. Noah was on the ark with
100 Bihar, XV, 24 (from al-Kullnl): ... kunnd 'inda rabbina laysa 'indahu ghayrund fi zillatin
khat/ra' a nusabbihuhu wa-nuhalliluhu wa-numajjiduhu wa-ma min malakin muqarrabin wa-la
dhi riibin ghayrund lzatta badd lahu fi khalqi l-ashyd',
101 Bilzar, XV, 23 iIkmdl al-Dtnt: .. .fa-awwalu
md btada'a min khalqihi an khalaqa
muhammadan (,I') fa-khalaqan/i 'ahla l-bayti ma'ahu min niiri "azamatihi fa-awqafnd azillatan
khat/ra'a bayna yadayhi baythu la sama' wa-ta art/ wa-la makiin wa-lii layl wa-ld nahiir wa-la
shams wa-la qamar,
102 Bibiir, XV, 12-13.
103 Ibn al-Bitrlq, 'Umda, 44, 45. Compare, idem, Kha$a'i$, 37-38,109-110
(from Ahmad
b . Hanbal). Another version states that Muharnmad emerged as a prophet and 'Ali emerged
as a wO,l'iyy; idem,' 'Umda, 44: fa-akhrajani
nabiyyan wa-akhraja 'aliyyan wasiyyan, See
also 'Ilal, 135: ... wa-ja'ala fiyya l-nubuwwa wa-l-baraka wa-ja'ala fi 'aliyyin al-fasaha wa-Ifuriislyya. And see Khawiirizmi, 88: ... fa-juz'un anii wa-juz'un 'aliyyu hnu abi tiilib. In Bil.zar,
XV, 7, the conclusion of the tradition is: .. .fa-khalaqani rabbi min dhalika l-nur! illii anna
la nabiyya ha'di (from Tafslr Furdt}, And see also Dil.zar, XV, 12. Another tradition of the
same category mentions only Muhammad as having been placed before Allah as light,
fourteen thousand years prior to Adam's creation. When Adam was created this light was
deposited in his loins; see Zurqant, I, 49-50.
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2.9
Quraysh and
Muḥammad’s
light

that light, and Abraham was thrown with it into the fire.104A tradition, also
recorded by Ahmad b. Hanbal, maintains that the light was split even before
it reached the loins of 'Abd al-Muttalib, The prophet said: "I and 'Ali were
a light placed before Allah fourteen thousand years prior to Adam. When
He created Adam, He divided this light into two. One part was I and one
part was 'Ali...".10S Moreover, according to another tradition, the light was
already divided on its very creation. This tradition states that Allah created
Muhammad and 'An as two lights, prior to anything else. He infused these
two lights into the loins of Adam.106
Some snrr traditions lay a special stress on the primordial substance of
Fatima as being created from the Divine light. A tradition explaining Fatima's
surname al-Zahrd' (the luminous), states that she was created of the Godly
light, illuminating heaven and earth and dazzling the eyes of the angels, who
prostrated themselves to this light. Allah announced that He was about to
make this light manifest in the earthly world, through the loins of Muhammad. 107Fatima was even believed to be the first origin for the light that was
transmitted through the loins of her descendants, the Imams. This light shone
at first on her own face, illuminating the rooms of all the Muslims. When
al-Husayn was born this very light kept shining on his face as well as on the
faces of the following Imams.108
The pattern of the traditions just mentioned is used to illustrate the merits
of other Muslim factions as well. A tradition, quoted by al-Zurqani from the
musnad of Muhammad b. 'Umar al- "Adani (d. 243),lOSa states that the collective substance of Quraysh was-placed as a light before Allah two thousand
years before the creation of Adam. This light praised Allah, and the angels
followed its example. When Adam was created Allah infused the light into
his loins... " .109 One can see, then, that no later than the beginning of the
third century A.H: the concept of the primordial prophetic substance (originally conceived as part of human sperm), has a pure cosmogonic connotation, gaining wide currency in Muslim literature.
104

'Ilal, 134: ... wa-la-qad hamma bi-l-khati' a wa-nahnu [i sulbihi wa-la-qad rakiba niihun

[i l-safina wa-nahnu [i sulbihi, wa-la-qad qudhifa ibrdhimu fi l-ndri wa-nahnu [i sulbihi ... Cr.
BiMr, XV, 11.
105 Ibn al-Bitrlq, 'Umda, 73 (from Ahmad b. Hanbal): kuntu ana wa-"aliyyun nuran bayna
yadayi lliihi 'azza wa-jalla qabla an yakhluqa llahu Mama bi-arba'ata 'ashara 'olfa 'amino
fa-lammd khalaqa lldhu Mama qasama dhdlika l-niira juz'ayni ... Cf. Nahj, Il; 430 (from
Ahmad).
106 Bihiir, XV, 24 (from al-Kultnl).
107 '!la I, 180; Jawdhir, 240.
108 'Ilal, 180-181.
rosa See GAS, I, 110-111.
109 Zurqani,
I, 49. See also Khargtishi (Tubingen) 74b; Suyiiti, I, 96; Halabl, I, 30.
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Khariji and other scholars maintained that Muhammad, as well as other
prophets, was born as an ordinary human being, not necessarily infallible,
nor even a believer.ll0 This stands, of course, in clear contrast to the concept examined so far, according to which Muhammad was born with definite
prophetic features, inherited from his ancestors as a substantial light.
This view is also contravened by some traditions about the prophetic light
itself. These traditions single put certain events that took place during the
prophet's lifetime, regarded as the beginning of his prophetic being; this being
is symbolized by light that is supposed to have been absent from him till
then. One of these events is the first revelation of Gabriel to Muhammad,
at the age of forty. Avtradition relates that when Muhammad returned to
Khadija after this revelation, the house was suddenly illuminated. Khadlja,
being puzzled, asked Muhammad what that light was (which she did not yet
know). Muhammad said: "This is the light of prophethood ... " .111
Likewise, it is related that when Gabriel appeared to Muhammad he put
him on a carpet of light.112 Some of the mi'riij traditions maintain that
Muhammad received his light on that occasion. When he was in the first
heaven he received a palanquin (ma/:lmil) containing forty kinds of light.
Muhammad himself sat in that palanquin. Its light was seen by the angels
who admired its similarity to the light of God. In the second heaven he was
given forty extra kinds of light, along with bright chains and rings for his
palanquin. In the other heavens he received more kinds of light which aroused
the adoration of the angels.113
Yet, the event that is usually regarded as the beginning of Muhammad's
prophethood is the impression of the seal of prophethood upon his body
after the opening of his breast. Several dates are given in the sources for this
event, that is, when he was with his wet nurse, Halima ; later in his childhood; when Gabriel first appeared to him, or before his ascent to heaven.114
Most explicit is a tradition, on the authority of'the $a/:liibi Shaddad b. Aws,
in which Muhammad reportedly said that when he had been in the tribe of
his wet nurse three angels came to him one day, and cut his breast open,
110

See, e.g. Nahj, 11, 162 (in a discussion about the position of prophets before the

beginning of their prophetic mission).
111 Ibn Shahrashfib, I, 43: ... fa-qdlat khadija: wa-mii hiidhii l-niir'! qdla: hiidhii niiru 1nubuwwa ...
112 Bayhaqi, I, 398; Suytitl, I, 241; Ibn Shahrashiib, I, 155.
113 'Jlal,312-315.
114 See Ibn Hishiim, I, 173-174; Tabart, Ta'rikh, Il, 160 ff., 304 ff.; Bayhaqi, I, 110,
112 ff., 293 fr., 398, 401; rr, 123, 126-127, 128; Ibn Sa'd, 1/1, 96-97; Khargiishi (Tlibingen)
31b, 67b; Suhayli, I, 188 e., Ibn al-Jawzl, I, 110-113, 141; Simt, I, 266 rr.. Suyiiti, I, 158163,233,240-241;
Zurqanl, 1,149,150-151,
152 fr., 160 fr.; Ya'qubl, It, 10. See also H.
Birkeland, The Legend of the Opening of Muhammad's Breast, Oslo, 1955.
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cleansing his heart from its sins. Muhammad had seen a seal in the hands
of one angel, shining in dazzling light. That angel sealed his breast with it
filling his heart with light. This light was "the light of prophethood and
wisdom" .11S
Shi'i scholars - especially those belonging to the Imdmiyya - could not,
of course, tolerate traditions of this nature. Thus, according to their explanation, Muhammad's breast was cut open, only in order to cleanse it from
doubt, but not from disbelief, since he had been a true believer long before
he was born.116 Furthermore, the seal itself, according to some traditions,
was imprinted upon his body, on the very hour of his birth. Thus, a tradition, ascribed to Amina, states that Muhammad's breast was cut open by
angels shortly after he was born; they impressed a luminous seal between
his shoulders.t t? Some traditions hold that when Muhammad was born the
seal was already impressed upon him, as an original part of his body.11s
Thus, the concept of the seal of prophethood is brought, to full reconciliation
with the concept of Muhammad's primordial prophetic substance.

Ill.
3.1
The preexistent
spirits of
Muḥammad
and the
imāms

SPIRITUAL

PRE-EXISTENCE

We turn now to a completely different concept namely, the pre-existence
of spirits utterly independent of body. In Islam, it is closely associated with
the doctrine of the reincarnation of the divine spirit of the surr Imams. In
other words: the divine light of which the imdmi spirit consists, transmigrating
on the death of each Imam into his successor, is conceived as if it had had
an existence apart, before it became united with their bodies.
The pre-existent spirits of the imams, as well as that of Muhammad, are
conceived to possess the essence of their divine features, expressed mainly by
their religious conviction. Thus, a tradition states that two thousand years
before the creation of the world, Muhammad was sent as a spirit to the spirits
of all prophets, in order to summon them to monotheism. To the believers,

115 Tabarl, Ta'rtkh, Il, 162: ...fa-idhd anti bi-khdtamin fi yadihi min niirin yahdru l-ndziriina
danahu. fa-khatama bihi qalbi fa-mtala'a nuran, wa-dhiilika niiru l-nubuwwatt wa-l-hikma.
See also Ibn al-Jawzr, I, 112-113; Zurqant, I, 150-151. The tradition in these sources is
already combined with another tradition maintaining that Muhammad's prophethood began
as early as Abraham's prayer about him (see above note 25).
116 See Bihdr, XV, 352-353.
117 Ithbiit, 111; Khargusht,
3Ib; Suyiiti, I, 121; Zurqant, I, 115; BilJiir, XV, 256-257,
273, 327 (al-Bakrl): Ibn Shahriishiib, I, 28.
118 See the detailed discussion about it in Zurqant, I, 160. Cf. also Suhayli, I, 189.
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he promised paradise, to the unbelievers - flames of hell. 1 Another tradition
maintains that the spirits of Muhammad, 'Ali and his family, were created
two thousand years prior to their bodies. These spirits illuminated heaven
and earth. Allah announced their merits and the merits of those who followed them, throughout the universe. When Adam and Eve entered paradise
they saw on the leg of Allah's throne the names of Muhammad, 'Au, Fatima
and the imams, inscribed with the light of God.P Thus, the luminous spirits
are identified here with their names. According to another tradition, Allah
said to Muhammad: I had created you and 'Alt as light - that is spirit without body, before I created heaven, earth, the throne and the sea; all
that time, you kept praising me. Then I incorporated your two spirits into
one, and it went on praising me. Then I divided it into two, then into two
again. The four parts were Muhammad, 'AB, al-Hasan and al-Husayn. Then
Fatima was created as a spirit of light without body. Allah put His hand
across all of them so that the divine light began shining within them.3 A
further tradition relates that fourteen thousand years prior to the creation of
the world, Allah created fourteen lights. These were the spirits of Muhammad,
'AU, Fatima and their descendants, the imams.s
3.2
The preexistence of
their names

Closely related to the concept under discussion, are the traditions about the
primordial nature of the names of Muhammad and Ahl al-Bayt» These names,
inscribed with the divine light in the heavenly world, represent their preexistent spiritual being.
.
Most prevalent are the descriptions of Muhammad's name appearing on
Allah's throne. It is already "Abd al-Rahman b. Zayd (d. 182)6 on whose
authority al-Bayhaqi quotes the following tradition (ascribed to 'Umar b.
al-Khattab): When Adam committed his sin he asked Allah's pardon by the
right of Muhammad tbi-haqqi Mul:zammadin). Allah asked: "how did you
know Muhammad, when I have not yet created him (i.e. his earthly being)?"

1

'Ital, 162-163: .. .Inna lldha tabtiraka wa-ta'ata ba'atha rasida Iliihi (,v) wa-huwa ru/.lun

ita t-anbiya' wa-hum arwal! qab/a l-khalqi bi-alfay 'am ... innahu da'ahum itii tawQidi lIiihi
wa-tii'atlhi wa-ttibd'] amrihi wa-wa'adahum al-jannata 'alii dhiilika wa-aw'ada man khiilafa
ma ajiibii ilayhi wa-ankarahu al-niir.
2 Bihiir, XI, 172-174; see also ibid., 114, 164-165; Jawiihir, 254-255.
3 Bihdr, XV, 18-19 (from al-Kulini); Jawiihir, 212.
4 Bi!:ziir,XV, 23.
5 This is identical with the notion of the primordial name of the Messiah, created prior
to the world, as expressed for instance? in the book of Enoch (48/3); cf. e.g, Albright, op.
cit., p. 227 ff., and see also Andrae, 346 ff.; Andrae (p. 321) finds a similar notion about the
name of the Messiah in Bereshit Rabba.
6 GAS, I, 38.
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Adam said: "My lord, when You created me with Your hand, and breathed
into me of Your spirit, I have looked up, seeing an inscription on the leg
of the throne: 'There is no God except Allah; Muhammad is the messenger
of Allah'. I have known that You join to Your name only the name of Your
most beloved creature". God said: "You are right, Adam. He is My most
beloved creature, and if you ask Me by his right, I will forgive you at once.
Were it not for his sake, I would not have created you".? A further tradition
relates that before the spirit that Allah breathed into Adam reached his legs,
Adam saw light glowing on the throne. He saw that it was an inscription:
'Muhammad the messanger of Allah'.s Another tradition states however, that
Adam saw these letters only after his creation had been fully accomplished.
When Adam asked Allah about it, he was told that it stood for the prophet
Muhammad, his most excellent offspring.?
Muhammad's name was written on the throne two thousand years before
the creation of heaven and earth.iv The circumstances of its being written on
the throne are said to have been as follows: when Allah created the throne
it shook on the water. It became stable only after He had written on it
Muhammad's name.l t
Muhammad's name was inscribed between Adam's shoulders, as well.I2
It was written, in fact, in several places throughout the celestial world. Sahl
b. 'Abdallah al-Tustari (d. 283)13 relates that the prophet's name appeared
on every leaf on the trees of paradise. These trees were planted in his name;
with him things began, and with him things will come to an end, therefore
he was called the seal of all prophets.I+

7 Zurqanl, I, 62-63 (from al-Bayhaql). See also Khargushi (Tubingen) 68b; Suyiili, I,
17; Ibn al-Jawzi, I, 33; I;£alabi, I, 219-220; Simt, I, 54.
8 Ibn al-Jawzl, I, 33-34; l;Ialabi, I, 220.
9 Ithbiit, 126-127; Zurqant, I, 44.
10 Zurqanl, I, 62.
11 Khargushi, 86b; Ibn al-Jawzl, I, 34, 60; Qisas, 20; Suyutl, I, 19; Zurqani, I, 44.
12 Suyfitl, I, 19.

I, 647.
Khargushl, 81 b_82a: ... wa-laysa /i l-jannati waraqatun min awrdqi l-jannati illd maktubun
"alayhd smu muhammadin (~) wa-ld ghurisat shajaratun fi l-jannati illa bi-smi muhammadin (,I,)
wa-bihi l-ibtidii'u li-l-ashyii'i wa-bihi khatmuhd fa-summiya khdtama l-nabiyyin, It is further
related that Adam did not see in the heavens a castle or a room without Muhammad's name
on it. He saw his name upon the necks of the maidens of paradise as well as upon all the
trees, including Tuba and Sidratal-Muntahd. His name was also inscribed upon the celestial
veils (al-l;zujub)and between the eyes of the angels. See Halabt, I, 220. And cf. also Suyutr,
1,17-18,19; Ibn al-Jawzl, 1,33. Muhammad's various surnames were known to the angels
and the prophets, as well as to the demons and to the inhabitants of paradise, hell, the continents and the seas. See Simt, I, 255.
13 GAS,

14
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Shi'I traditions mentioning also the primordial name of 'Ali are widely
current. IS Their chief point is the assertion that 'Ali was a pre-destined successor of Muhammad, 'All's name, as Muhammad's successor (wa;\'iyy), as
well as that of all the imiims, was written on the throne. Muhammad saw
them on his ascension to heaven.16 The first human being to observe these
names was Adam. On entering paradise he was ordered by Allah to look
at the throne. He saw on its leg the names of Muhammad, 'Ali, Fatima,
al-Hasan and al-Husayn. Allah intimated to him that these were his best
offspring. Were it not for them, He would not have created Adam, nor the
entire world.l?
The close relation between these names and Allah, is illustrated in a linguistic sense as well. According to a tradition, Adam saw five names on
Allah's throne, shortly after his creation. All of them were derived from
Allah's names. They were: Muhammad - derived from Allah's name 'alMahrnud"; 'All - derived from 'aI- 'AIi'; Fatima - from 'al-Fatir"; alHasan - from 'al-Muhsin', and al-Husayn - derived from 'Dhu I-Il).san'.18
According to a snrt interpretation of Qur'an ii 37 Allah bestowed on Adam
these five names, with which he later begged, and got, Allah's pardon for
his sin. 19
The Sunnl reaction to these Shi'I traditions comes forward in a tradition,
·recorded already by al-Hasan b. 'Arafa (d. 257),20 to the effect that on the
night of the mi'riij, Muhammad saw an inscription in each heaven saying:
"Muhammad is the messenger of Allah, and Abu Bakr, the siddiq, succeeds
him".21 'Ali is replaced here by Abu Bakr. Abu Bakr's name, alongside
those of 'Umar and "Uthman, are reported to have been inscribed upon
Allah's throne.22
3.3
We have already mentioned that the pre-existent spirits of Muhammad and
The
the imams, seem to be closely associated with the holy spirit, transmigrating
divine
light and through the bodies of the corporeal imams. The line of Shi'i imams is conceived
the
waṣiyya
15 See e.g. Bi!.ztir, XXIII, 210; Ibn al-Bitrlq, 'Umda, 120; Jawdhir, 233, 278, 304-305,
of the
307; Ibn al-Bitnq, Kha~ii'i~, 145, Rajab al-Barsi, 17-18; Simt, I, 80.
Shīʿī
16 See Ibn Shahrashub, I, 254-255; Ibn al-Bitriq, Kh~ii'i~, 111; Suyiiti, I, 18; Jawiihir,
imāms
220-221, 271, 279, 280, 313.
17 Jawdhir, 252.
18 'l/al, 135; Bi!.ziir, XV, 14-15; XI, 151.
19 Ibn al-Bitrlq, Kha~ii'i~, 69; idem, 'Umda, 197; BifiUr, XI, 176-177; Simt, I, 54.
20 GAS, 1,134.
21 Suyiiti, I, 18: ... wa-l-hasanu bnu "arafa ft juz'ihi l-mashhiiri 'an abi hurayrata qiila:
qiila rasiilu lliihi (Y); laylata usriya bt ... ma narartu bi-samd'in illa wajadtu smi/ihii maktuban:
muhammad rasidu lliihi wa-abu bakr al-siddiq khalfi.
22 Suyi1!I, I, 18 (from Ibn 'Asakir), 19 (from al-Daraqutnt),
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3.4
The divine light and
the Ismāʿīliyya and
others

as immediately succeeding the line of the universal prophets, via Muhammad.
Hence, the divine spirit of the imams, represented as light, is said to have
transmigrated through all the prophets before reaching their own bodies. 'Ali,
the successor of Muhammad and the first imam, received this holy spirit on
the death of Muhammd, the last of all prophets.
This concept underlies the Shi'i notion of the wasiyya. We shall examine
this notion in a separate study. Yet it has to be noted here that according
to this view the divine spiritual light was transmitted, since Adam, through
the prophets as a part of their religious testament (wa#yya) and handed over
on the death of each of them, to his successor. The prophets carrying this
divine light and the wasiyya were Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses and Jesus.
They forwarded the light through the line of their trustees (aw#ya'). Muhammad himself received the wasiyya of Jesus, through the latter's Christian
successors.23 The line of transmission of this spiritual wasiyya, including the
light of God (nur Allah), was followed on Muhammad's death through 'All
and the Shi'i imams, It is related that before his death, Muhammad transmitted to 'Ali his divine light, together with the rest of the heritage that was
handed down to him through the preceeding prophets.s+
This concept resembles in many respects the doctrine of the Isma'iliyya.
Goldziher has already shown that it is a doctrine of cyclical manifestations
of theiaql, through the Nii[iqs.25 Its first incarnation was Adam, succeeded
by Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad, After Muhammad the
niitiq was the seventh shi'i imam.26 According to Goldziher this concept,
adopted also by al-Muqanna'js" is of a Christian, Nee-Platonic origin: all
the prophets carried successively the same primordial spirit.28 The same spiritual concept is known also to Sufism; the Aq{iib belong to an eternal line
of revelations, from creation to resurrection.29 Goldziher, however, wrongly
imposed this idea on a tradition in Ibn Sad's text, which belongs, in fact,
to the doctrine of the spermatic substance (see above, I, nn. 26, 78; Il, n. 42).
This erroneous attitude was also adopted by Andrae (p. 322). Therefore, it

23 See e.g. lthhat, 16 If. See also Rajab al-Barst 58; Ibn Shahrashub, I, 215; Bihiir, XXIII,
57-58.
24 See e.g. Ithbdt, 122: thumma mar/a (,I') wa-qad sallama ilayhi jami'a mawdrithi l-anbiyii'i
wa-l-nura wa-l-hikma. See also Bil;zar, XXIII, 321-322, 225-226, 249; XI, 48; Jawiihir, 210.
25 Goldziher, 339; see also Cl. Huart, s.v. "Isma'iliyya",
EI,II, 549 If.
26 Goldziher,
Vorlesungen (Hebrew translation, Jerusalem, 1951), p. 174. And see also
Rosenthal, p. 158; R. Strothmann, s.v. "Sab'Iya", El; cf. also L. Massignon, s.v. "Karmatians", "Nusairts", El.
27 Goldziher, 337-339.
28 Ibid., 337, see also Andrae, 322-323.
29 See e.g. Futiihdt; I, 15l. And see Andrae 328 ff.; cf. also Rosenthal, 161 if.
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seems important to re-assert some fundamental points concerning the difference between the two doctrines.
The divergency of the two - on the one hand, the primordiality of the
substance of Muhammad and the imams, and on the other hand the preexistence of their spirits is, in fact, quite obvious. According to the latter,
the spirits of Muhammad and the imams were created, as we have seen,
prior to their bodies. According to the former, their spirits dwelt from the
very beginning within their primordial bodily substance. This substance, represented as sperm, existed since Adam. A more exalted approach regards,
however, this substance as being originally a cosmic entity preceeding the
creation of Adam - whether ashbdl: or sheer divine light.
Whereas the holy spirit transmigrates through prophets, the primordial
substance wanders through loins of ancestors. According to both doctrines,
the line of transmission is followed, after Muhammad, through the Shi'i
imams, whether as a spermatic substance, or as a holy spirit. It follows that
the doctrine of the substantial entity is originally a physical, Arab-oriented
one, representing the prophet's forefathers as the only origin of his prophethood. The doctrine of the divine spirit is, however, based on a universal
approach, representing Muhammad as owing his prophetic spirit to previous
prophets, all of them non-Arabs; whereas Ishmael, according to the doctrine
of substance, transmitted his light to his Arab descendants (Muhammad's
forefathers) - the divine spirit is regarded as staying in an exclusive nonArab line; thus, it is related that Ishmael transmitted his divine light and
hIS wasiyya to his brother, Isaak.29a This divine light reached Muhammad
via Moses and Jesus.
According to both doctrines, the light serves mainly as a source of the
prophetic knowledge Ci/m) of its carriers. According to the concept of the
spermatic substance, Muhammad, as well as the imams, received their universal knowledge on their birth.3o According to the spiritual notion, however,
each of the imams received his knowledge only on the death of his predecessor.
The imam Abu "Abdallah said that the succeeding imam gains the knowledge
from his predecessor on the last moment of the spirit's stay (within the latter's
body).31 It follows that the knowledge is conceived here as an essential part
of the holy spirit; This prophetic spirit was transmitted to the imams on

See Ithbiit, 41.
See about Muhammad's 'ilm in Khargtishl, 31b; Biluir, XV, 256-257, 273; Ibn Shahrashub, I, 28. About the 'ilm of the imams, which they receive on their birth, see Bihar,
XV, 297-299 (from al-Kullnl); Jawiihir, 214--215.
31 ... ft iikhiri daqiqatin tabqd min rul;zihi. Quoted from al-Kulini by Ma'ruf al-Husni in
his Diriisiit li al-Kdfi wa-l-sahih. (Lubnan, 1968), p. 305.
29a
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Muhammad's
death.32 'An himself, according to the substantial approach,
inherited his divine light from his father AM Talib ; according to the spiritual
approach, he received his luminous divine spirit directly from Muhammad,
on the latter's death.
Having depicted the points of difference between the two doctrines it is interesting to note some aspects in which the two seem closer to one another.
One's attention is drawn to the fact that some traditions present the prophetic
primordial substance as an entity not wholly dependent on human bodies,
or rather, on loins of ancestors. In other words, this substance is regarded
rather as a spiritual entity wandering through human beings and not as sheer
sperm. Thus, the following tradition maintains that after being infused into
the loins of Adam and the rest of the ancestors, the ashbiil;z wandered not
only through loins. This tradition states that the ashbiih. of Ahl al-Bayt were
created seven thousand years prior to the creation of the world. When Allah
wanted to create their earthly forms, He turned these ashbdli into a column
of light which was thrown into Adam's loins. This column wandered through
the loins till it was divided into two parts within "Abd al-Muttalib's
body.
Muhammad and 'Ali were born out of these parts. Then, Allah transferred
the part of 'Ali from his body to Muhammad's body. Out of these two reunited parts, Fatima was born. Allah, then, transferred these two parts from
Muhammad
to 'Ali again, and al-Hasan and al-Husayn were born out of
them. Al-Hasan and his descendants received 'All's half of the light, whereas
al-Husayn and his descendants were invested with Muhammad's part.33 This
tradition suggests that Fatima and her descendants, through al-Husayn, had
a direct relation to Muhammad's
light. This is achieved by presenting Allah
as the divine power that determines the ways of transmission.
The tendency to reduce the dependence of the light on loins and wombs
comes forth also in a khutba which is ascribed to 'An, recorded by al-Mas'udl
in his Ithbiit. This khutba mentions the creation of Muhammad's
light prior
to the creation of the human race. When Adam was created Allah invested
him with the light. When Allah allowed the transmission
of this light He
made Adam and Eve copulate. The significant feature of this khutba is that the
following transmission of the light through Adam's descendants, is described
32

Ibid, 304 (from al-Kultnt):

wa-rahu l-qudsi-fihi hamlu l-nubuwwa. fa-idhd qabada lliihu

l-nabiyya (,I') ntaqala ru/:zu l-qudsi fa-sdra ilii l-imdm. Compare, Andrae, 323 (from al-Kulint).
33 'Ilal, 208-209: ... thumma a'dda "azza wa-jalla l-t muda ilayya fa-kharajat minni fdtimatu,
thumma a'iida 'azza wa-jalla 1-"amiida ilii "aliyyin fa-kharaja minhu l-hasanu wa-l-husayn ya'ni: mina l-nisfayni jami'an - fa-md kdna min niiri 'aliyyin fa-sdra /i wuldi l-hasani; wamd kdna min niiri ,l'iira/f wuldi l-husayn. fa-huwa yantaqilu fi l-a'imma min wuldihi itil yawmi
l-qiyiima. Compare Bihdr, XV, 7-8.
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without any hint to women taking part in the process: "Then You (i.e. Allah)
transferred it to Enosh. He was the successor of his father in bearing Your
mission. Then You decreed the transmission of the light to Kenan. You gave
him his share among the preceding and forthcoming (carriers). Then You
made Mahalalee1 its fourth vehicle. It is a Qudra which You deposit with
whom you choose to be a prophet and a noble ancestor ... ".34
The substantial entity is even believed to leave the body of its carrier not
through a womb but only on the carrier's death, that is, along with his soul.
This particular view comes forth in a tradition stating that three thousand
years before Adam, Allah created water beneath His throne. He poured this
water into a green pearl. When He created Adam He infused the water from
the pearl into Adam's loins. When Adam died, Allah transferred the water
to Sheth. When Sheth died, He transferred it onwards till it reached the
loins of 'Abd al-Muttalib, where it was divided between Abii Talib and
'Abdallah. Later it reached Muhammad and 'All equally.t> This tradition is
based on the view that the sperm from which the human being is created,
leaves the body on the last moment of life.36
Moreover, some traditions express the idea that Muhammad was born out
of sperm that did not wander at all through the loins of his ancestors, but
came directly from heaven, to the loins of his immediate father. One of these
traditions relates that when Allah wanted to make Muhammad manifest in
the world, He drew out a drop (qa!ra) from beneath His throne, and threw
it into one of the earthly fruits. 'Abdallah, the prophet's father, ate it and
transferred it into the womb of his wife when copulating with her. Consequently, she conceived Muhammad, On the fortieth day of the pregnancy
a sound was heard from within her womb; after four months a Qur'anic
verse was written upon the embryo's shoulder. When he was born there was
a column of light erected for him, through which he saw the deeds of all
creatures.s? Again, it is the Shl'a that brings this idea to a full expression.
It is related that 'All's parents, before they begot him, had eaten heavenly
dates given to them by the prophet.38 Abii Tiilib, according to another tradition, received a plate with heavenly fruits from a certain monk. He ate a

pomegranate which became sperm in his loins, out of which 'Ali was born.39
Ithbat, 123 if.
Bihdr, xv, 13-14.
36 'Ilal, 299: 'an 'aliyyi bni l-hasani qiila: inna l-makhliiqa ld yamiitu I;!attii takhruju minhu
l-nutfatu llatt khalaqahu lldhu minhii, min fihi aw min ghayrlhi.
37 Ithbdt, 109-110.
38 Ibn Shahriishilb, 11, 21.
39 Ibid. Fatima is also said to have emerged out of a heavenly apple eaten by Muhammad
during his mi'rdj, after it became sperm in his loins. See Khargushi (Tiibingen) 8b; Ibn
Shahrashub, Ill, 114 (from al-Khargushl) ; 'Ilal, 183-184.
34

35
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The imam Abu 'Abdallah (i.e. Ja'far al-Sadiq) related, likewise, that his
grandfather had received a heavenly drink before he begot his son (Muhammad
al-Baqir), Al-Baqir himself begot his son, Abii 'Abdallah, by means of a
similar drink.4o It is evident, then, that the sources are inclined to present
the primordial essence of the prophet and the imams as a more exalted entity
than sheer human sperm.

IV.
4.1
The imāms as
incarnations of
the divine light

CREATIVE

LIGHT

Our study would not be complete without mentioning another form of the
doctrine of prophetic primordiality, in which Muhammad, as well as the
Shl'I imams, are regarded as earthly incarnations of Allah's word (kalima,
i.e. logos), or His creative light.t Thus, a Shi'I tradition states that Allah
uttered a word that became light. He created Muhammad from that light;
then he created •Ali and his descendants; then, Allah uttered another word
that became spirit. He infused this light into the former light, and infused
(the joint light) into their (corporeal) bodies.s Likewise, Muhammad is reported
to have stated: "Allah has created me from light, and He created that light
a thousand years before Adam.t Muhammad and the imams, created from
the divine light, were believed not to cast shadows+ This divine light, Alllih's
first creation, serving as a source for further creations, is identified with the
pre-existent light of Muhammad. From this light, all existences have been
successivelycreated (or rather, emanated); Shl'I traditions maintain, of course,
that "All's essence was the first to be created from the light of Muhammad.
The following tradition, for instance, states that on the night of the mi'riij
Allah revealed to Muhammad that He had created him from His light, and
then He created eAli from Muhammad's Iight.> Muhammad, we are told,
said to Salman al-Farisi that Allah created him from the purity of His light,
then He created "All from Muhammad's light, and from Muhammad's and
'All's lights, He created Fatima. Then, He created, from them all, al-Hasan
40 Bibiir, XV, 297-299 (Kulinl); Jawiihir, 214--215.
1 And er. also Andrae, 333 ff., about the doctrine of the Logos in Islam.
2 Bihar, XV, 10: ... thumma takallama bi-kalimatin fa-sdra; niiran. thumma khalaqa min
dhdlika l-niai muhammadan wa-khalaqani wa-dhurriyyati. thumma takallama bi-kalimatin fasiirat riihan fa-askanahii lldhu fi dhiilika l-nuri, wa-askanahu fi abddnind.
3 Ibn Shahrashub, I, 183: inna llaha khalaqani min niir wa-khalaqa dhdlika l-nar qabla
ddam bi-alfay sanatin.
4 Ibn Shahrashilb, I, 211: ... wa-ld yakiin laku zillun li-annahu makhliiqun min nari lldhi.
See also Halabl, Ill, 302.
5 Khawarizml, p. 31: ... khalaqtuka min nuri wa-khalaqtu 'aliyyan min narika. Compare
Jawiihir, 295.
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4.2
Abū Bakr,
ʿUmar, and
others

and light

and al-Husayn, as well as the rest of the imams.« It is likewise related that
the prophet proclaimed: "I was created from the light of Allah, and Ahl
al- Bayt were created from my light. Their lovers were created from their
light, and their enemies are destined to hell",? According to another tradition.
Allah created the light of Muhammad two thousand years before creating
the world. The light of 'Ali ramified as a ray from that light. The angels
asked AIHih about the light and its ray; Allah answered: "This is a light
out of My light; its main part is prophethood, and its ray is the Imiima. The
prophethood is for Muhammad, My servant and messanger, and the Imiima
is for "All, My hujja and My partisan. Were it not for them, I would not
have created My creatures". 8
The origin of the creative force of Muhammad's light, is its circular motion.
This creative motion takes place in the various cosmic spheres, which are
called hujub (sing. I.zijiib) i.e. veils.? One of the traditions about the creation
of 'Ali's light describes this cosmic motion: The prophet said: "Allah created
my light, first of all things. He drew it out of His light and majesty. It moved
around the (veil called) qudra for eighty thousand years, till it reached the
(veil of) al- "azama (which is beneath the veil of al-qudra). Then, it prostrated
itself to Allah, and the light of 'Ali ramified from it. Thus, my light was
circling about the' azama, and "All's light circled round the qudra ... ".10 From
these two lights, Allah created the rest of His creatures.U
The Sunni reaction to this concept is quite predictable: "All is replaced by
AM Bakr and 'Umar. The prophet said: "Allah created me from His light,
Abii Bakr, from my light, 'Umar, from Abii Bakr's light, and the Muslim
community, from 'Umar's light. 'Umar is the lamp of the inhabitants of
paradise".12 The $iifis elevate their saints to the same rank (that is, one of
the first emanations from Muhammad's light). Already al-Tustari relates that
when Allah wanted to create Muhammad He diffused light out of His own
Bihdr, XV, 9.
Ibid,20.
8 "Ilal, 174: ... hiidhii nurun min nuri. asluhu nubuwwa wa-far'uhu imdma. ammii l-nubuwwa
fa-li-muhammadin 'abdt wa-rasuu, wa-amma l-imdma fa-li- 'aliyyin /:lUjjati wa-waliyyi walawliihumd ma khalaqtu khalqi.
9 These veils are identical with the cosmic spheres that according to the gnostic doctrine
sever the earthly world from the upper world of light. These veils consist of light and they
are sometimes identified with some angels. Among them are also veils of fire, clouds, darkness and water. See e.g. SUyilti, la'iili, I, 4 ff. These veils are identified with Muhammad
and the imams as intermediates between Allah and his creatures. See Rajab al-Barsl, 40.
And see more references in Wensinck, Handbook, 17 (s.v. "Allah").
10 Rajab al-Barsi, 39.
11 Ibid.
12 Andrae, 319 (from Mizdn al-T'tidal, I, 66).
6
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4.3
Superiority of
Muḥammad’s and
ʿAlī’s light

light throughout His kingdom. When it reached the (veil of) the "izma it
prostrated itself to Allah. Allah created from this prostration a column of
dense light, transparent like glass, wide like the seven heavens. Muhammad
worshipped Allah there, for a million years, not as a real body, but as a
nature of faith and knowledge of what was hidden. After that period, Allah
created Adam from the light of Muhammad. From the light of Adam He
created the muriidun, and from their light he created the muridim.is Ibn "Arabi
declares, likewise, that Allah drew out of the "first father" (i.e. Adam) the
lights of the aqtiib as suns, and the light of the nujabd' as stars.tSome Shi'i traditions go even further, regarding 'Ali's light as the first of
Allah's creations serving as a source for further creations parallel to the
light of Muhammad. "Allah", says the prophet, "created me and 'Ali from
a common light, forty thousand years prior to Adam. He divided the light
into two parts, creating all things out of my light and out of 'AIrs light.
Then, He placed us before His throne, and we praised Him together with the
angels ... ".15 A more detailed tradition states that when Allah wanted to
create the world, He created His throne from Muhammad's light, the angels
from 'All's light, heaven and earth from Fatima's light, the sun and the
moon from al-Hasan's light; from al-Husayn's light, He created paradise and
its maidens.16
Traditions striving to emphasise Muhammad's superiority over the rest of
the prophets maintain that the latter were created from his light. It is related
that Allah took a handful of the light of His face and looked at it and it
began to sweat. From each drop He created a prophet. This handful of light
was the prophet Muhammad.i? The knowledge and the religious conviction
of the prophets also emanated from the light of Muhammad, A tradition,
recorded by al-Qastallani, states that when Allah created the light of Muhammad He commanded it to look at the lights of the other prophets. It covered

13 "Ilm al-Quliib, 93-94 (quoting Sahl al-Tustari; I was referred to this source by Mr.
B. Abramov, Tel Aviv). And compare Tustari, Tafstr, in the commentary for Qur'an xxiv 35.
14 Futiibat (the edition of 'Uthman Yahya and Ibrahtm Madkur, Cairo, 1972), I, 52:
... thumma stakhraja mina I-aM l-awwali anwdra l-aqtdbi shumiisan ... wa-'stakhraja anwara
l-nujabii'i nujiiman.
15 Rajab al-Barsl, 40.
16 Bibiir, XV, 10-11. About the creation of angels from the light of 'All's face see also
Ibn Shahrashub, rr, 279; Bil;ziir, XXIII, 320; Khawarizmi, 31, 236.
17 Zurqanl, I, 28: inna lliiha qabada min niiri wajhihi qabdatan wa-nazara ilayhi: fa- 'ariqat
wa-dhalaqat. fa-khalaqa lldhu min kulli nuqtatin nabiyyan. wa-inna l-qabdata kdnat hiya I·
ndbiyya. Ibn Taymiyya's opposition to this notion, as well as to pre-existence in general,
is quite strong: kullu dhiilika kadhibun muftaran bi-ttifiiqi ahli 1-'ilmi bi-hadithihi. wa-lanbiyii'u kulluhum lam yukhlaqii mina l-nabiyyi (,I') bal khuliqa kullu wdhidin min abawayhi.
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them, and by this light Allah bestowed on them the ability to talk. Then He
covenanted them to believe in Muhammad.If
A further view regards the 1ight of Muhammad as a source for the creation
of the world. As such, it is identified with the cosmogonal pearl, which, according to a tradition, was the first creation of Allah. This pearl was greater
than heaven and earth. Allah looked at it, and it became water. Then He
looked at the water, and it bubbled, and foamed and vapourized. From the
vapour, He created the heavens, and from the foam He created the earth.I?
This tradition about the creation - said to have been written in the first
book of the Torahw - serves as a pattern for a similar view about the light
of Muhammad, It is already 'Abd al-Razzaq (d. 211), on whose authority
the following tradition is recorded: The prophet told the sahdbi Jabir b.
'Abdallah that Allah had created the light of Muhammad from His own
light, prior to all things. This light moved around Allah, being subordinate
. to Him. When Allah wanted to create the world He divided the light of
Muhammad into four parts. From the first He created the pen (al-qalam),
from the second He created the tablet (al-lawJ;.), and from the third - the
throne. The fourth part was subdivided into four. From the first of the four
parts He created the angels, who carry the throne; from the second - the
chair (al-kursiyy),21 and from the third - the rest of the angels. The fourth
was divided again into four. From the first, Allah created the heavens, from
the second - the continents, from the third, He created paradise and hell.
Out of the fourth, He again made four parts. From the first He created the
light of the believers' eyesight, from the second - the light of their hearts,
that is, the knowledge of Allah; from the third - the light of their belief in
Allah's unity. So far al-Qastallani's quotation from 'Abd al-Razzaq.t? This
tradition lays a special emphasis on the priority of the light on other entities,
such as the pen and the throne, which, according to another view, were the
first creation of Allah. 23
18
19

Zurqanl, I, 40.
Qi,Ja,J,3; Zurqanl, I, 30. Water is sometimes regarded as the first origin of creation.

It was divided into sweet water - from which the righteous were created, and salt water from which the unbelievers were created. See 'Ilal, 83-84. See also Zurqani, I, 31: kullu
shay'in khuliqa mina l-ma',
20 Jawiihir, 80 (from Nahj al-Baliigha).
21 See about the difference between kursiyy and "arsh in Zurqanl, I, 30.
22 Zurqani, I, 46-41; see also Andrae, 316-311.
23 About the primogeniture of the Pen see e.g. Tabarl, Ta'rikh, I, 32. See also Goldziher,
321 ff.; Schuon, 102 ff. The throne, however, is sometimes regarded as created before the
pen. See Tabarl, Ta'rtkh, I, 35; Zurqanl, I, 41. Its primogeniture is supported by Qur'an
xi 1. A question in itself is whether or not the throne was created before the water. Cf.
Zurqant, I, 30, 48. Quite apart from this, there is the concept of the primordial intellect
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Another version of this tradition is recorded by al-Khargushi in his Sharaf
al-Mustafd. The light of Muhammad, it is stated, was created nine thousand
years before all things. It moved around Allah, worshipping Him with various
verses. Then, a pearl was created from it, then, water was created from the
pearl. The water billowed for a thousand years. The light was split into ten
parts, out of which the heavenly world was created; that is: the throne, the
pen, the tablet, the moon, the sun, the stars, the angels, the light of the
believers, the chair, and Muhammad himself.24 Muhammad is here distinguished as having been created together with the celestial world, and thus,
remote from the earthly world that was created separately.
The luminous essence of Muhammad, out of which all existences emanated,
or were created, is called by Muslim scholars al-haqiqa al-muhammadiyya.V
"It is the essence of all essences; it comprises all of them in itself, and is
comprised in each of them, like every whole that is immanent within each
of its components".26 Al-Qastallanl remarks that the haqiqa emanated from
the divine light, and the upper and lower world were extracted from it, according to Allah's predestination. From this haqiqa originated also the essence
of all the spiritual entities.z?
4.4
Khargūshī’s
tradition of
the veils
(ḥujub)

Finally, it should be noted that the various conceptions of Muhammad's
primordial creation are sometimes incorporated into one amalgamated outlook. The following tradition combines two conceptions: that of Muhammad's
wandering substance, and that of his cosmic creative light, described in its
movement through the cosmic spheres. This tradition is recorded by alKhargushi, on the authority of 'Abdallah b. al-Mubarak (d. 181). It states
that Allah created the light of Muhammad 424 thousand years prior to the
creation of heaven, earth, the throne, the kursi, the tablet, the pen, paradise
and hell, as well as before the creation of Adam, Noah, Abraham, Ishmael,
Isaac, Jacob, Moses, Jesus, David, and the rest of those who believed in
Allah's unity. Alongside this light Allah created twelve cosmic veils (lJ,ujub).28
(al-"aql); see Goldziher, 318 fr. It is sometimes identified with niir muhammad;
see e.g.
Bil;ziir, I, 104; Rajab al-Barsl, 30: awwalu mii khalaqa lldhu al-iaqlu; wa-hiya l-hadratu 1muhammadiyya,
min qawlihi: awwalu md khalaqa lldhu nurt. See also Halabl, I, 147.
24 Khargiishi,9b•
2S Cf. Andrae, 322 fr.
26 Zurqanl, I, 27: ... yushiru
bi-l-haqiqati
l-muhammadiyya
itii l-haqtqati l-musammdti
bihaqiqati l-haqd'iqi l-shdmilati lahii saraydna l-kulliyyi li juz'Iyydtihi,
27 [bid:

... abraza l-haqtqata

ay: li-l-haqii'iqi

l-muhammadiyya

-

wa-l-sdriyati

bi-kulliyyatihii

mina l-anwiiri l-samadiyya

minhd 1-'awalima kullaha, 'ulwahii wa-suflahii 'alii ~urati hukmihi ... thumma
'uyiinu l-arwiihi. Compare Halabt, I, 147.
28
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Allah hedged Cbabasa) the light in the veil of the qudra for twelve thousand
years, during which it praised Allah with various verses. Then He hedged
it in the veil of the "azama for eleven thousand years, and in the veil of the
minna for ten thousand years. After having passed through all the twelve veils,
praising Allah in each of them, Allah made the light manifest on the tablet
in the form of Muhammad's name. There it was shining for four thousand
years. Then it glowed on the leg of the throne for seven thousand years. The
tradition goes on to say that Muhammad's light was shining, thus, till Allah
deposited it in the loins of Adam. Then Allah transferred it to the loins of
Noah, then from loins to loins, till it appeared out of the loins of 'Abdallah,
Muhammad's father.29 The light of Muhammad is displayed here as a messenger from the celestial world of light, making its way through the cosmic
spheres, till its manifestation in the earthly world.
A more detailed version of this tradition, includes also the concept of the
creation of Muhammad's spermatic substance from dust that became a pearl
after having been taken from his grave. This enlarged version, recorded by
AM al-Hasan al-Bakrl in his Kitdb al-Anwiir, maintains that Allah created
at first Muhammad's light, out of which the rest of the world was created.
This light made its way through the veils, till it reached the first heaven.
Then, Allah created the luminous pearl of Muhammad from dust, depositing
it in Adam's 10ins.30
The various concepts of Muhammad's pre-existence are, thus, displayed as
several stages of the same cosmogonic process. This approach alludes to the
existence of a one and only primordial light.

then al-tazama, al-mlnna, al-rahma, al-sa'dda, al-kartima, al-manzila, al-hiddya, al-nubuwwa,
al-rif'a, al-hayba and al-shafa'a.
29 Khargusht, 8b_9a; compare Bihiir, XV, 4-5.
30 Bi/.ztir, XV, 27 if. (from al-Bakri).
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